Meeting of the Board of Directors

Held via Teleconference

November 10, 2021
1:00 p.m.

Considering the evolving COVID-19 situation, protecting the health and welfare of the community is of utmost concern. As such, the meeting will be held remotely, with Board members, Staff and Applicants participating via online meeting venue. The public can participate in the meeting via:

Video/audio livestream: https://zoom.us/j/95662611594

Or, via telephone: (669) 900-6833, Web ID: 956 6261 1594

Interested persons can submit written testimony in advance of the meeting, which will be distributed to Board members prior to the meeting. We request that testimony be submitted not later than 72 hours prior to the meeting to ensure time for Board members to review it. Submit written testimony to: hdoa.adc@hawaii.gov

INTERNET ACCESS:
To view the meeting and provide live oral testimony, please use the link at the top of the agenda. You will be asked to enter your name. The Board requests that you enter your full name, but you may use a pseudonym or other identifier if you wish to remain anonymous. You will also be asked for an email address. You may fill in this field with any entry in an email format, e.g., *****@***mail.com.

Your microphone will be automatically muted. When the Chairperson asks for public testimony, you may click the Raise Hand button found on your Zoom screen to indicate that you wish to testify about that agenda item. The Chairperson will individually enable each testifier to unmute their microphone. When recognized by the Chairperson, please unmute your microphone before speaking and mute your microphone after you finish speaking.

For both internet, phone, and in-person access, when testifying, you will be asked to identify yourself and the organization, if any, that you represent. Each testifier will be limited to two minutes of testimony per agenda item.

PHONE ACCESS:
If you cannot get internet access, you may get audio-only access by calling the Zoom Phone Number listed at the top on the agenda.

Upon dialing the number, you will be prompted to enter the Meeting ID which is also listed at the top of the agenda. After entering the Meeting ID, you will be asked to either enter your panelist number or wait to be admitted into the meeting. You will not have a panelist number. Please wait until you are admitted into the meeting.

When the Chairperson asks for public testimony, you may indicate you want to testify by entering “#” and then “9” on your phone’s keypad. After entering “#” and then “9”, a voice prompt will let you know that the host of the meeting has been notified. When recognized by the Chairperson, you may unmute yourself by pressing “#” and then “6” on your phone. A voice prompt will let you know that you are unmuted. Once you are finished speaking, please enter “#” and then “6” again to mute yourself.

For both internet, phone, and in-person access, when testifying, you will be asked to identify yourself and the organization, if any, that you represent. Each testifier will be limited to two minutes of testimony per agenda item.


LOSS OF CONNECTIVITY
In the event of a loss of internet connectivity, the meeting will be recessed for a period not to exceed thirty (30) minutes to restore connectivity with all board members and the public In-Person Access noted above. In the event audio connectivity
is re-established within 30 minutes without video connectivity, interested participants can access the meeting via the telephone number and Meeting ID number first noted above.

In the further event that connectivity is unable to be restored within 30 minutes, the meeting will be automatically continued to a date and time to be posted on the ADC website at https://hdoa.hawaii.gov/adc no later than close of business the next business day. New video/audio livestream, telephone, and web identification information will also be posted on the website no less than twenty-four (24) hours prior to the continued meeting date. Alternatively, if a decision is made to terminate the meeting, the termination will be posted on the ADC website.

[agenda begins on the following page]
AGENDA

A. Call to Order

B. Roll Call

C. Approval of Minutes
   1. Board of Directors
      a. August 25, 2021 meeting
      b. September 29, 2021 meeting

D. New Business
   1. Presentation by Cathi Ho Schar of the University of Hawaii Community Design Center Regarding the Whitmore Food Hub
   2. Request to Reconsider the Termination of License No. LI-KA1412, Issued to Gerald M. Sanchez
   3. Request for Approval to Refer License No. LI-PU1809 Issued to K & L Produce LLC to the Department of the Attorney General for Possible Legal Action
   4. Request for Approval to Amend License No. LI-PU1807 Issued to George Rapoza to Include Margaret Bush as a Joint Licensee
   5. Request for Approval to Adopt the Tenant Review and Recommendation Committee's Recommendations for Selecting an Applicant for ADC Land License
   6. Dissolution of Investigative Agricultural Activity Policy Committee
   7. Establishment of the Investigative Committee on Agricultural Policy and Strategic Planning; Appointment of Members thereto

E. Old Business
   1. Staff Response to Information Requested by the Board of Directors at their Meeting on September 29, 2021

F. Executive Director’s Update
   1. Legislature – House Investigative Committee
   2. Galbraith - Fire
   3. Kekaha - Governor’s Executive Orders transferring DOA property to ADC: Sunrise, Pioneer/Corteva, Hartung and Dickinson
   4. Administrative – Land management software procurement update

G. Adjourn
If you require special assistance or auxiliary aids or services to participate in the public hearing process please contact staff at (808) 586-0186 at least three (3) business days prior to the meeting so arrangements can be made.

NOTE: MATERIALS FOR THIS AGENDA WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW ON OUR WEBSITE ON AND AFTER THURSDAY, 11/04/2021.

The Agribusiness Development Corporation does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, sex, national origin, age, or disability, or any other class as protected under applicable federal or state law, in administration of its programs, or activities, and, the Agribusiness Development Corporation does not intimidate or retaliate against any individual or group because they have exercised their rights to participate in actions protected, or oppose action prohibited, by 40 C.F.R. Parts 5 and 7, or for the purpose of interfering with such rights.

If you have any questions about this notice or any of the Agribusiness Development Corporation’s non-discrimination programs, policies, or procedures, you may contact:

Myra Kaichi, Acting Non-Discrimination Coordinator  
Agribusiness Development Corporation  
235 S. Beretania Street, Room 205  
Honolulu, HI  96813  
(808) 586-0186  
hdoa.adc.titlevi@hawaii.gov

If you believe that you have been discriminated against with respect to an Agribusiness Development Corporation program or activity, you may contact the Acting Non-Discrimination Coordinator identified above.

To request language or accessibility for Agribusiness Development Corporation programs or public meetings, please contact the office, at (808) 586-0186 or email: hdoa.adc@hawaii.gov. Please allow sufficient time for the Agribusiness Development Corporation to meet accommodation requests.

To request language interpretation for this document, please contact: LEP Coordinator located at 1428 South King Street, Honolulu, HI 96813 (Phone: 808-973-9469 Email: hdoa.hr@hawaii.gov). Individuals may request oral interpretation services in order to request a written translation of this document.
Considering the evolving COVID-19 situation, protecting the health and welfare of the community is of utmost concern. As such, the meeting was held remotely with Board members, Staff and Applicants, and the Public participating via Zoom meeting venue.

Members Present, virtually:

Frederick Lau, Chairperson (Chair)
Mary Alice Evans, Designated Representative, DBEDT, Ex-Officio Member (Ms. Evans)
Lloyd Haraguchi, Member-At-Large (Mr. Haraguchi)
Kevin Hopkins, Hawaii County Member (Mr. Hopkins)
Lyle Tabata, Kauai County Member (Mr. Tabata)
Glenn Hong, City & County of Honolulu Member (Mr. Hong)
Kaleo Manuel, Designated Representative, DLNR, Ex-Officio Member (Mr. Manuel)
James Gomes, Maui County Member (Mr. Gomes)
Karen Seddon, Member-At-Large (Ms. Seddon) (left the meeting at 10:18 a.m.)
Phyllis Shimabukuro-Geiser, Chairperson, Board of Agriculture, Ex-Officio Member (Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser)
Warren Watanabe, Member-At-Large (Mr. Watanabe)

Counsel Present, virtually:

Delanie Prescott-Tate, Deputy Attorney General (Ms. Prescott-Tate)
Jodi Yi, Deputy Attorney General

Staff Present, virtually:

James Nakatani, Executive Director (Mr. Nakatani)
Myra Kaichi, Sr. Executive Assistant (Ms. Kaichi)
Ken Nakamoto, Project Manager (Mr. Nakamoto)
Lyle Roe, Property Manager (Mr. Roe) (left the meeting at 11:55 a.m.)
Lance Tashima, Administrative Services Officer
Lynette Marushige, Executive Secretary
Mr. Stephen Dalton, IT Specialist (Mr. Dalton)

Guests Present, virtually:

Scotty Reis-Moniz, Ohana Hui Ventures & Friends of Waimanalo (Mr. Reis-Moniz)
Michael Faye, Kekaha Agriculture Association (Mr. Faye)
Joshua Uyehara, Kekaha Agriculture Association (Mr. Uyehara)
Randall Tanaka, Department of Education (Mr. Tanaka)
Representative Amy Perruso (Rep. Perruso)
Wally Johnson, Global Ag (Mr. Johnson)
Kelsey Amos, food policy program (Ms. Amos)

A. Call to Order

Chair called the virtual meeting to order at 9:14 a.m.

B. Roll Call

Chair conducted a roll call of the Board. In accordance with the Governor’s emergency proclamation dated August 5, 2021 related to COVID-19, and emergency rules related to contested cases and the sunshine law, Chair called the name of each member’s and asked them to identify anyone present in the room with them,
and if so, state his or her name for the record. Chair stated that the roll call served as the roll call vote, and for each subsequent vote, the Chair will ask if there are any objections. If there are no objection the motion will be carried on the same basis as the roll call. Board Members Mr. Watanabe, Mr. Gomes, Mr. Tabata, Mr. Hopkins, Ms. Seddon, Mr. Haraguchi, Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser, Ms. Evans, and Mr. Manuel acknowledged attendance with no guests being present.

C. Approval of Minutes

Chair asked for a Motion to approve Minutes from the June 23, 2021 virtual meeting: Ms. Evans / Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser

Chair asked for comments from the staff: None.

Chair asked for comments from the public: None.

Chair asked for comments from the Board: Mr. Gomes and Mr. Tabata asked to be recused because they are new members and were not present at the June 23rd meeting. No objections.

Vote: Approved, 9-0, (Mr. Gomes and Mr. Tabata, recused)

D. Request for Approval to Refer License No. LI-K1701 Issued to Rong Seng Chen DBA Funing Farm to the Department of the Attorney General for Possible Legal Action

Motion to approve Agenda Item A:  Mr. Tabata / Mr. Hopkins

Chair asked for comments from the staff: Mr. Roe rested on the written submittal but was available for questions.

Chair asked for comments from the public: None.

Mr. Gomes stated that in looking over the request he wondered if it was possible to develop a policy to address delinquencies in a timely manner. In this case there had been 3 years with no payment. He understands wanting to keep farmers on the land, but it’s been dragging on for a long time. It might be better to terminate and move on to find someone else. Is there a policy or rule of that sort in place?

Mr. Roe responded that there is no policy or rule existing at this point, but it doesn’t mean there can’t be one. This problem has developed over time and there wasn’t a lot of staff to deal with it.

Ms. Evans asked if we are giving the department of the attorney general flexibility to work out a settlement agreement if possible, or is termination the only option?

Mr. Roe asked the board to go to Exhibit B or C of the submittal that shows receipt of a payment plan from the tenant and noted that a settlement plan was drawn up with the deputy attorney general. This action is to approve sending the matter to the attorney general’s office to make this plan happen.

Mr. Hong referred the Board to submittal item D, which stated staff was working with the deputy attorney general to put in writing that the delinquency should be paid off in 11 months.

Mr. Gomes asked if there was any other recourse in case the tenant doesn’t pay? Does the tenant have assets that could be attached or do something to recoup this money that is delinquent?

Mr. Roe said he doesn’t think so. He said the only thing they really have is the security deposit, which is minimal.
Ms. Prescott-Tate stated that she could work with staff to develop a process so that we can deal with these things before they get out of hand. She thanked the board for the suggestion and stated that a policy or procedure for taking care of delinquent payments could be developed by the next board meeting.

Mr. Gomes said that is great and thanked her!

Chair asked if there is any objection to the motion? Hearing none, the motion was approved.

Vote: Approved, 11-0.

**Agenda Item Taken out of Order (return to Agenda Item C)**

Mr. Roe noted that approval of the June 23, 2021 Executive Session minutes was skipped.

Chair called for a motion to approve the Minutes of the Executive Session Meeting, June 23, 2021 virtual meeting.

Motion to approve: Mr. Manuel / Ms. Evans

Chair asked for comments from the Board. Mr. Gomes and Mr. Tabata again asked to be recused from the vote since they were not in attendance. No objections.

Vote: Approved, 9-0. (Mr. Gomes and Mr. Tabata, recused)

**E. Request for Approval to Issue a Revocable Permit to Ohana Hui Ventures Inc for 13,680 square feet of Warehouse Space in Whitmore, Oahu, Tax Map Key (1) 7-1-002-004 (por)**

Motion to approve Agenda Item E: Mr. Haraguchi / Mr. Watanabe

Chair asked for comments from the staff: Mr. Roe stated nothing at this time.

Chair asked for comments from the public: None.

Mr. Gomes stated he supports this RP with Whitmore Economic Development.

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser asked if the applicant was present.

Mr. Dalton responded that the applicant was not present.

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser remarked that as she understands it, part of the applicant’s business plan was to do industrial hemp. She wanted to bring it to the board’s attention that having a USDA hemp license allows growers to grow hemp in our state but until the department of health adopts rules for processing hemp, hemp cannot be processed here right now. She believes that current hemp licensees are allowed to export hemp for processing. Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser stated that if the business plan mentions processing, ADC should insert a caveat that the applicant obtains permission from the department of health before any processing.

Mr. Roe stated this request was for 13,000 sf of garage space, and stands alone from another application for land to grow hemp, which the board will be discussing later. He doesn’t think this particular area of the building will be used for processing hemp.

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser suggested that ADC inform the applicant that if they’re considering processing hemp they should be consulting with the department of health.

Mr. Roe stated that he will notify the requester.

Chair asked if there was any other discussion.
Mr. Haraguchi asked staff if the applicant obtained services for preparation of a conservation plan as previous tenants were slowed down by the conservation plan?

Mr. Roe responded that he had not heard them address that explicitly.

Mr. Haraguchi asked how the applicant would be able to pay the monthly fees? Is it coming from people that they work with or do they charge people?

Mr. Roe did not have sufficient information to answer this question.

Chair explained that this lease is for garage space for their equipment and they wanted to start working in the community using the garage space for some of their heavy equipment. He stated that they can discuss this further when they get to Ohana Hui Venture’s application for the land that they want to utilize for growing hemp. He said this request has to do with community work. If you browse through their operational plan, they do have assets from grants and other agencies. Chair stated he would like to move on, and if there are no objections to this motion, do we have this motion approved?

Mr. Manuel alerted Chair that there was a testifier waiting.

Mr. Reis-Moniz joined the virtual meeting and introduced himself as being with Ohana Hui Ventures as well as Friends of Waimanalo, a non-profit organization. Mr. Reis-Moniz wanted to respond to the question on how they were going to get funding for the warehouse space. He said they have community relationships, help homelessness, job training, and work with schools from Waianae, Nanakuli, Waimanalo, and Kailua, and have connections with Surf the Nations. They are working with Whitmore Village and have started talking to the farmers and people in the community to see what their needs are. They are non-profit so we get grants for helping with the homeless, and to provide training to build up trades academy which not only helps the people to learn about the culture, but it helps people to get job training. They partner with a lot of the unions. They introduce them to the unions who guarantee an interview for each of the people that go through their program. They also have funders who want to partner with them because they support their mission. Farming is a great asset, but without community buy-in it will be difficult. They want to educate, train the community on what they call “the passport”, which includes forklift, CDL certification. They also have defensive driving, carpentry and partners in the farming area from industrial hemp to food. They are trying to partner with, and get to know, the farmers and the Hawaiian cultural practitioners in the community.

Chair asked if there was any further discussion, comments or objections. Hearing none, the motion was approved.

Vote: Approved, 11-0

G. Request for Approval to Rescind License Approval Issued to Hawaii Xing Long Farm & Hawaii Golden Farm, Inc for 182 Acres, More or Less, in Kalepa, Kauai, Tax Map Key (4) 3-0-002-020 (por) (Agenda item taken out of order.)

Chair called for a motion to approve Item G. Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser asked if Chair was going out of order because the Agenda reflected Item F was a presentation by Mr. Faye. Chair asked if the presenter was available.

Mr. Manuel stated the presenter was waiting. Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser deferred to the Chair. Chair said that they would take Item F after Item G.

Motion to approve Agenda Item G: Mr. Hong / Mr. Watanabe
Chair asked for comments from the staff: Mr. Roe rested on the written submittal but was available for questions.

Chair asked for comments from the public: None.

Mr. Manuel asked staff, if the board was rescinding the license, because the RP was already rescinded, does that mean that the property becomes vacant after this decision?

Mr. Roe responded yes.

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser stated she was confused by the recommendation.

Mr. Roe explained that in May 2020, the original motion was to both rescind the RP and issue a new license. He wanted it to be clear that we are just rescinding the license approval, but the May 2020 termination of the RP still stands.

Mr. Gomes asked if Mr. Taiwan Gu will be responsible for the cleanup of the property?

Mr. Roe responded that the license was issued to both Mr. Gu and Hawaii Golden Farms so legally they are both responsible for the cleanup and ADC will be enforcing that.

Chair asked if there was any other discussion or objections. Hearing none, the motion was approved.

Vote: Approved, 11-0

F. Presentation by Michael Faye of Kekaha Agriculture Association Regarding a Proposal for a Small-Farmer Agricultural Program in Kekaha, Kauai.

Chair invited Mr. Faye and Mr. Uyehara to join the meeting and give the presentation on the 500 acres in Kekaha.

Mr. Faye showed a power-point presentation titled Kekaha Agriculture Association – A Non-Profit Agricultural Cooperative, Est. 2003.

Mr. Uyehara, president of the board of the Kekaha Agriculture Association, introduced himself and thanked the Chair and members of the board. He also thanked Mr. Faye for the introduction and stated he did such a good job on covering the slide presentation that he was not sure he had much more to add. Mr. Uyehara stated that KAA works closely with ADC now and he feels they generally work very well and have managed to figure out their way through things. He said the experience has taught them there were limitations to the original agreement. They’re straining now as the nature of the organization, its membership, the strategy for the property; all of those things are evolving. They need to make sure the agreements are up to date to reflect that as well.

At the end of the presentation, Mr. Faye stated that the presentation was a brief overview of what will be coming before the Board in the near future.

Mr. Gomes asked about a slide regarding alfalfa and wanted to know why alfalfa, what kind of production are they talking about, and what the alfalfa is being used for?

Mr. Uyehara responded that in his role as vice president and general manager of Hartung Brothers Inc., which is a tenant and member of KAA, they had started to farm alfalfa for animal feed. They have about 200 acres in production. Alfalfa is a good rotation crop that helps build soil quality. There’s a large market for alfalfa here and that a number of containers of alfalfa are imported from the West Coast. In their business analysis they found that the cost of transportation from the west coast to Kauai or other islands could be 2/3 or more of
the cost to the end consumer. They are able to produce and sell alfalfa to end users for about 2/3 of the cost of alfalfa from the mainland. This remains a viable business model. They’re trying to work with the Kauai ranching community to see if they can improve the viability of local beef production, in terms of meat quality and cost of feed. We have secured a grant from County of Kauai to set up a feed mill for alfalfa cubes. We have a technician coming in to help finalize speed settings on the equipment.

Mr. Gomes asked if the alfalfa was in bale form or cube, is it in silage, and how long have they been growing alfalfa?

Mr. Uyehara responded the first test field was 3 years ago and growing for production 1 to 1 ½ years now. They started with maybe 20 acres; now have close to 200 acres. After cutting, the alfalfa is laid on the ground to dry, then they bale, then a tub grinder will drop ½ to 1-ton round bales depending on the size they bale at, run the chopper into the cuber, then cube that. They currently are selling mostly 50 lb. small square bales. There is quite a demand for that. They also have a baleage wrapper that allows them to wrap round bales into haylage or silage type form.

Mr. Gomes remarked that looking at the cattle industry if bales are not ensiled or wrapped, they tend to mildew. A lot of ranchers are using bales, for example on Maui, when they wean cattle and they’re in the pens. Maui ranchers don’t need to use bales because they have enough holding pastures, so they are not apt to buy feed, but he can see end users using the bales for people who have horses because alfalfa is a high nutrient feed. He noted that they have tried growing alfalfa on Molokai and Maui, but the results weren’t that great.

Mr. Uyehara stated they found alfalfa synergizes well with the other crops they grow. He doesn’t think it would be a viable 100% alfalfa operation but is viable as a part of a larger operation. Silage bales can keep for quite a while. This means they can produce and store the alfalfa for later and the bales will still be good.

Chair asked if there were any other questions for the presenters,

Mr. Hong asked if the ADC/KAA MOA covers all 12,000 acres in Kekaha.

Mr. Uyehara responded yes, the infrastructure.

Mr. Hong asked if it is an operational agreement; would they have full operational control over all 12,000 acres plus the water systems.

Mr. Uyehara responded, not fully operational control over all of the land, it’s the infrastructure in particular and certain aspects of the operation like security. There’s a lot of gray area and those are some of the things they want to clarify with an update.

Mr. Hong stated in their presentation it showed quite a number of capital improvements, roads, bridges, etc. being the big one, how is that financed? Is that through leases or grants from the State, or through ADC?

Mr. Uyehara responded both, by dollar amount the majority would be grants, capital funding from the State. Some of the other items that they are funding through the leases are directly through KAA so they’re trying to figure out which ones work under which model and in many cases, which ones can they afford to execute as KAA themselves. They have a lot more flexibility to do that very quickly. They’ve done a number of those, for example implementing infrastructure changes required by the mediation for the water settlement agreement because they were able to do that through their association very quickly when it was a dollar figure they could afford.

Mr. Hong asked if all the requirements under the water settlement have been met already?
Mr. Uyehara responded that some of them are ongoing like the update of the hydro plant. They have been able to meet the interim instream flow standards at the top diversions very consistently since they started measuring them, that is current development but they want to improve those systems so they can ensure that they meet them consistently under all conditions. That is something to keep an eye on; it’s going to require ongoing vigilance.

Mr. Hong stated he found the slides informative and asked if they were available?

Mr. Uyehara responded that the slides had been made available to Mr. Roe and he can make them available to the board.

Mr. Manuel thanked Mr. Faye and Mr. Uyehara for the presentation and asked Mr. Uyehara, if in his opinion, a memorandum of agreement was the best mechanism for this relationship between ADC and KAA.

Mr. Manuel said he’s trying to understand the pros and cons of a MOA versus another instrument that would formalize the relationship even further.

Mr. Uyehara said it has worked really well for them but a lot of the relationship with both KAA and ADC has been relatively informal, and they just work together in good faith. To answer Mr. Manuel’s question, as they tally up all the changes that they think need to be made, when they look at the sum total of those changes, that will tell them, is an MOA still appropriate for that or is there some different form of agreement required at this point. They haven’t figured out what all those things are. They would have to go back through years of notes to see all those things that they have worked together to get through what probably would be good to formalize at some point.

Chair stated that he’d like to keep the meeting moving. He thanked Mr. Faye and Mr. Uyehara. Chair asked the Board to submit any further questions to Mr. Roe, who will get the answers for them. Chair noted that the presentation was very informative.

Chair called for a recess at 10:13 a.m. The meeting resumed at 10:18 a.m.

Member K. Seddon exited the meeting at 10:18 a.m.

**H. Request to Approve or Approve-in-Concept the Proposed Assignment and Transfer of Lease No. LE-K1201 from Beck’s Superior Hybrids, Inc. to the State of Hawaii, Department of Education for Agricultural Education Purposes of 10.0 Acres, More or Less, in Kekaha, Kauai, Tax Map Key (4) 1-2-002-001 (por), Pending Appraisal of Physical Structure.**

Motion to approve Agenda Item H: Mr. Manuel / Mr. Tabata

Chair asked for presentation from staff. Mr. Roe said before going any further he wanted to note an error, the base rental rate on the bottom of the pro-forma section of the submittal it says $710 per acre, per year, it’s not, it’s an annual rent of $710. Mr. Roe stated that Mr. Tanaka, Assistant Superintendent from the Department of Education, will do the presentation.

Mr. Tanaka showed a power-point presentation to explain what kind of agricultural education was planned for this property if their request was approved.

Chair asked for questions from the public: None.

Ms. Evans asked Mr. Tanaka if the facility was classrooms, food prep, food processing, or a mix of all the items.
Mr. Tanaka responded all the above. They have lab space, refrigeration space. Their long-range plan was to start on Kauai at Waimea High School, which will be the quasi owner of this classroom. They will expand to all the schools on Kauai. Their plan is to do cohort and bring in students from the other islands to see what they’re doing. In the long term, they plan to do cohorts on an international level, bring in like-minded students to Kauai to see the innovation being done there. Mr. Tanaka spoke about Art Kimura, a retired robotics teacher, who told him in Japan they have robots that can pick a ripe tomato, a ripe strawberry, every Ag robot you can imagine. That’s the kind of innovation that Mr. Tanaka wants to bring. He said the labor force is maturing; this is not your grandfather’s form of ag. The three greenhouses they’re hoping to get in Wahiawa on the Whitmore ag, is adjacent to the proposed centralized mega-kitchen to service 15-20 schools. Products produced in greenhouses use less water, less pesticide, but that technology has to be taught. They have to see real time success. They have to have their wins; transfer that product to their mega kitchens and become a source of their own foods. Right now, they have trouble in supply lines for bringing in food because they can’t get product. They need to be less reliant on the import and they think they can get there with these assets.

Ms. Evans asked Mr. Tanaka if he envisions also buying food product from local growers on Kauai?

Mr. Tanaka responded, absolutely. He said they can’t fill the demand. Right now, their menus are not aligned with the available product. Mr. Tanaka said he’s had discussions with Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser about how to align what the farmers grow to what they serve. Their highest purchases right now are beef and papaya but that represents less than 1% of what they purchase. There’s a lot of work but they need assets to do that development.

Ms. Evans thanked Mr. Uyehara and Chair.

Mr. Dalton stated a member of the public had comments. He called on Rep. Perruso to come forward and state her name and organization.

Rep Perruso joined the virtual meeting and introduced herself. She thanked Mr. Tanaka for his presentation saying she thought it was very useful and she hadn’t heard about it. She noted that she and Mr. Tanaka had talked at length about the mega kitchens and about the Zippy’s model where they are processing local food and then distributing food that can be quickly heated at the schools. Is that what they’re moving towards with this Kauai model? She thinks that what he’s saying is that it’s going to be both an educational space, a hub for the whole island, and also a mega kitchen. She just wants to clarify that.

Mr. Tanaka said it’s both. He thanked Rep. Perruso for being so supportive and acknowledged they have had numerous discussions. He said his team has investigated the problem with individual kitchens at the school level is they are antiquated; they are not designed or built for the kinds of production they need now. The other thing is that in times of distress, COVID is a classic example, they serve more than students. They did the grab and go for communities. They need production kitchens to hit that level of food distribution. That’s what these kitchens can do. They can centralize food collection. Farmers want to farm; they don’t want to be delivery guys, but they can bring it to a centralized location. This will do two things, increase production and be consistent with their food quality and food safety goals. The kitchens are an instrumental part of their total ag program. Food production and teaching and building capacity for future farmers is critical and that’s where the greenhouses come in, that’s where the capacity building comes in, that’s what this facility means for them in terms of development.

Rep. Perruso stated she just wanted to clarify that they don’t want to renovate the school kitchens; they want to do mega kitchens. Mr. Tanaka responded yes, and to complete that they’re going to need refrigeration at the school level. If they are not going to be doing scratch cooking, but using pre-prepared like the Zippy’s formula, where it will be delivered to them, not on a daily basis but on a 3 or 4 day run, refrigeration is key. To renovate some of these kitchens would be from 10–15 million dollars. The mega kitchen design, which is
a template taken from a school in Tacoma, is about 35–40 million. If they just do 5 kitchens, it would pay for the mega kitchen.

Mr. Manuel asked Mr. Tanaka what was the number they pay for food service? Mr. Tanaka responded their food service operation is about $125 million. Their food purchase depends on the product and the market price, from $50-65 million. Overhead and labor contributes to the total cost. The other concern they have is their workforce is beginning to decline. That’s a tough situation, they love their employees but it’s just the maturity of their cafeteria help.

Chair stated they were fortunate enough to visit with Mr. Tanaka at the Kekaha facility. He added that Mr. Tanaka gave a really good presentation. Chair asked that the presentation be passed on to the board, it was very informative, and he knows that DOE is at the beginning stages of this, so he asked that Mr. Tanaka keep them informed.

Chair asked if there were any objections to the motion.

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser stated that she supports this, and she thinks it’s a good idea to start with Kauai. She shared with the board that she sits on the Dept. of Labor Relations Ag Workforce Development board, along with the Farm Bureau, and CTAHR, and other sister agencies. Through her experience in the past 6 years, the FFA program on Kauai has really bloomed. The County of Kauai has supported ag workforce development through matching funds with state labor funds for workforce development and summer student interns for 3 or more years. She said this project makes sense and she supports it.

Mr. Watanabe also expressed his support. He noted the Farm Bureau has been looking for ways to mechanize the industry. It is difficult for farmers and ranchers to find labor and so it has been one of the Farm Bureau’s legislative priorities. They are requesting funding to develop small equipment to offset the labor shortage. He’s glad they’re looking into that.

Chair asked if there were anymore comments.

Mr. Hopkins strongly supports the mega kitchens concept and the rationale behind that; he wants to see if it can work. He has his doubts about the auxiliary things they were talking about. After being in ag education for over 33 years, he has great concerns about creating a new program and doing other stuff while the existing programs are all dying on the vine. If they’re going to talk about training and other things, they need to come at it from an integrated perspective. He doesn’t think the current programs are good and he doesn’t see how creating something new can change things. Kauai Community College has an ag program, it’s dying on the vine; they don’t have the resources. Other than the mega kitchen, the other training aspects they were talking about and everything else, he would have to see a lot more integration taking place. That being said, he’ll vote in favor of this because they are talking about 10 acres and the building goes to the mega kitchen, that’s what he’s looking at as the main thing. But he has his doubts about this long-term training, not just the summer program for students. He said do the students stay in ag, do they continue in ag, do we have the workers? These are questions that are being asked about ag education.

Mr. Tanaka said when they were on Kauai, he met with Fred Atkins who has worked really hard with KCC on their bee program. It just didn’t get traction. What he came to learn was that passionate people drive this; if they’re not passionate it won’t work. Kauai is one of the few places that don’t have that bee disease. Bee keeping is the private industry that can drive the Kauai economy and they need that asset. He agreed with Mr. Hopkins and acknowledged his concern.

Chair asked for any other discussion or if any objection to the motion. Hearing none, the motion was approved.

Vote: Approved, 10-0.
I. Request for Approval of Assignment and Transfer of License No. LI-K0801 from Beck’s Superior Hybrids, Inc. to Hartung Brothers, Inc. for Agricultural Purposes of 1,312.16 Acres, More or Less, in Kekaha, Kauai, Tax Map Key (4) 1-2-002-001 (por)

Motion to approve Agenda Item I: Mr. Watanabe / Ms. Evans

Chair asked for comments from the staff. Mr. Roe stated there was no presentation but Ms. Kaichi, Mr. Nakatani or he was available for questions.

Chair asked for testimony from the public.

Mr. Johnson joined the meeting and introduced himself as being with Global Ag on Kauai, which was one of the original stakeholders in the Kekaha Ag Association when it was formed in 2003. They lease 8 to 9 hundred acres and grow alfalfa, mangos and did seed corn with various seed companies. He has various leases through ADC, growing mangos and doing other high technology farming with greenhouses. They have some acreage on field 314. The other part of 314 is part of the current Beck’s lease. He sent a letter of interest to ADC on August 4 expressing interest in the remaining acreage to expand the high technology farming operations. This is important to him for security, and they have greenhouses and vegetable farming. Dust and pesticides and other things have become a problem. They are trying to isolate these from that type of farming operation. They have a fairly substantial investment already. He asked the board to consider all the different entities involved when considering this lease transfer. Thank you.

Chair thanked Mr. Johnson. Chair asked if there was anyone else from the public. There were none.

Mr. Manuel said he has similar questions about the assignment of licenses, from Beck’s to Hartung. First, if this is approved how much more acreage is Beck’s still looking to transfer out of ownership. Secondly, Mr. Roe said this transfer of license LI-K0801 represents all of Beck’s land holdings, with the exception of field 309. Is anything else outstanding? Also, when assigning licenses, do we know if there are other viable bidders, since it was not put out to bid. And then, instead of approving these sub-licenses from these larger aggregated licensees, from a policy standpoint for ADC, is this the model ADC is proposing, or do we want to provide opportunities for the likes of Mr. Johnson who wants to have a direct relationship with ADC, versus being a sub-licensee of one of ADC’s licenses.

Mr. Roe said he thinks ADC would prefer to license directly. Some of ADC lands are already under license and if a tenant can’t use all of it, it may make sense for them to sub-license. In this particular case, while he is sympathetic to 314 or carving out for other entities, 314 is under license to Beck’s. There are only 7 more years on that license. If ADC were to try to pull out 314, it could potentially put ADC in breach of its obligations under the license. This license expires in 7 years so it’s not interminable.

Ms. Evans asked if Mr. Uyehara is still with us, if they can ask him if Hartung will be doing sub-licenses for these 1,300 acres. Mr. Dalton said he’ll call Mr. Uyehara forward.

Mr. Nakatani stated that sub-licenses are not for the company to determine, it’s for the board to decide. We should wait until the request comes through. There is no sense discussing this because we can’t make a decision at this meeting. If somebody wants to sublet, that’s another issue for another day and the request needs to come to ADC for the board to consider. They could have an agreement to sublet it, but the approval still lies with the board. We need to have it on the agenda to formalize it.

Chair stated that Mr. Johnson did put in a request and that request is on the September agenda.

Mr. Roe said just to clarify, the request for the September agenda is for field 316. Because 314 is part of Beck’s license and we really can’t just pull it out without breaching our obligations under the license. Mr.
Johnson could either approach Beck’s or he could approach Hartung and ask if they would be agreeable to either sublicense or to carve that out and release it to him, if he wanted to do that before the license expires in 7 years.

Mr. Dalton asked if the board still had a question for Mr. Uyehara?

Ms. Evans said she understands the legal process, but she just wanted to ask Mr. Uyehara if Hartung’s was considering requesting to the board to do sub-licensees for existing farmers on Beck’s license.

Mr. Uyehara rejoined the meeting and said they are looking at evaluating their needs assuming this request is approved. They’ll look at their customer demand. He does anticipate they will need to adjust their land holdings. As a principal member of the Kekaha Ag Association, they are very supportive of the diversified ag industry. He cannot speak to specific fields yet, but he doesn’t see anything impossible about that. He thinks they would probably prefer to give those fields back and not sub license unless there’s a reason why it has to be for a partial field. If they had a larger field where there is a particular area in the middle of it for some reason would make sense for a different crop that might make sense for a sub-license. But if it’s an entire field they’re not going to use then the proper thing would be to return it to ADC for direct licensing to another tenant.

Ms. Evans said that clarifies it for her.

Mr. Tabata said it is complicated and given KAA’s presentation for the Waiaka farm, there is acreage surrounded by the Waiaka farm. It is in Beck’s hands right now. Mr. Tabata asked for a continuance of this subject stating he called the County of Kauai Economic Development Director and she informed him for diversified ag on the island of Kauai, many of the farmers don’t want hundreds of acres. They want 10 acres or smaller, maximum 30, 40 or 50 acres. Hundred acres is too much for them to farm. Many of them are small farmers just starting out, trying to begin the process. To burden them with more acres than they need or can farm doesn’t make sense. There are many needs out there and revisiting the MOA is a good first step because it takes more than what KAA can provide. He asked the members to support a continuance and if not, to have a sit down with whoever it gets transferred to and look at opportunities to synergize Waiaka farm to a total block versus remnants here and there. Mr. Tabata asked for an opportunity to meet with these people, with KAA and look at how we can come to a win-win for the community and for Hartung. This is a huge amount of acres, financially it’s a lot of money to walk away from but he would like time to do a little bit of homework.

Chair asked if he would be making a motion? Mr. Tabata said it would need a motion to move forward.

Chair asked if someone would make a motion. Mr. Hong and Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser replied that whoever made the original motion can amend it. Mr. Gomes noted Mr. Hopkins had another question.

Mr. Hopkins stated that most of the farmers want smaller parcels. The board has a later agenda item talking about policy and the objectives for ADC that directly looks at the issue. Should we be worrying about the small farms or is that a Department of Agriculture thing through its Ag Parks? Should we be looking at ADC as the larger commercial aspect? That is an agenda item for the board later in today’s meeting. We don’t have a motion on the table to hold it back which they’d have to do with this one here. He’d vote against that motion; we have a motion right here to go forward but there are multiple issues here that are being brought up at one time.

Chair agreed. The Waiaka farm is separate from this lease agreement. But again, he defers to counsel or staff.

Mr. Nakatani told the Chair he thinks everybody was confused on the motion and what they’re talking about. They are talking about a land transfer, not Waiaka farms. That will come before the board if they want to do
a lease. This is a land transfer. There’s a lot of land and when you leave a lot of land unattended things can happen in a short period of time. He’s not sure what the concerns are. We’re talking about a land transfer from Beck’s to Hartung. We’re also looking at if Hartung would accommodate someone like Mr. Johnson and the answer was yes. He said they need to make an assessment, which could include doing a sub-license, or giving back the land so ADC could do a direct lease to Mr. Johnson. Mr. Nakatani questioned why they are talking about small farmers? Waiaka is a proposal to help small farmers and that would be another meeting for the board to discuss. If we really want to help small farmers that is the Waiaka concept. That’s a 500-acre parcel that KAA is willing to help the small farmers.

Chair said going back to the original motion is to approve the transfer of the 1,312 acres from Beck’s Hybrid to Hartung brothers. Is there more discussion or can we go to the vote?

Mr. Manuel said there are 4 people with their hands up.

Mr. Hong asked if there is a corporate relationship between Hartung and Beck’s, a common ownership sort of thing?

Mr. Roe said he doesn’t believe there is. Beck’s has downsized on Kauai and they contract with Hartung to take care of some contract growing for them but that’s about it that he’s aware of.

Mr. Hong said his question is there any upstream ownership where you start dealing with various LLCs for liability protection and things like that.

Mr. Roe said he is unaware of that.

Chair recognized Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser. She deferred to Mr. Gomes who had his hand up first.

Mr. Gomes said he agrees with Mr. Nakatani as far as the motion at hand. It’s a land transfer to Hartung. Maybe a discussion at a later time with Hartung about devising plans to sublease or something. Also, a different discussion for another time, is how about a cattle industry or livestock, sheep, cattle, whatever, to utilize some of the property if you think there is too much acreage for one person. If you have a farmer looking for 5 or 10 acres but you still have all of this land that would be in excess. It’s for a later discussion but he’s in support of the original motion.

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser asked if Mr. Johnson was still present.

Mr. Johnson rejoined the meeting. Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser asked if he said he currently farms on field 314.

Mr. Johnson responded that 314 was previously split between the shrimp company that had about 9 acres and Beck’s had the rest of the lease, which is approximately 52 acres. He said he did acquire a lease from ADC after the shrimp company released the 9 acres, so they do lease 9 acres at the current time.

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser thanked Mr. Johnson then asked Mr. Roe if Mr. Johnson has a license with ADC for those acres that split 314, how can ADC transfer 314 as part of this total package?

Mr. Roe responded because 314 was currently subdivided.

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser continued, so Mr. Johnson’s portion would not transfer over to Hartung?

Mr. Roe responded no. Mr. Johnson has his own license that remains with him.

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser stated that Mr. Johnson said he submitted a letter of interest to ADC on August 4th. Did his letter of interest miss the deadline for the agenda for this August meeting?
Mr. Roe said he would have to go back and look but yes, if he recalls correctly, the agenda was filling up fast, there were a lot of things to discuss, and he told Mr. Johnson, that for 316, ADC would defer it to the next board meeting because this board meeting was just too full.

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser asked if the letter of interest Mr. Johnson submitted was for 314? Mr. Roe stated he would have to double-check because he received a couple of letters from him to see which one the August 4th letter was for, but it would be for either 314 or 316.

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser asked if ADC responded to Mr. Johnson’s letter of interest. Mr. Roe stated that ADC did respond, he told Mr. Johnson that it would be on the next agenda.

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser said 314 is on this agenda. If Mr. Johnson’s letter is regarding field 314 and 314 is on this agenda, if it passes his request is moot.

Mr. Roe stated that 316 is on the agenda for the next board meeting. Mr. Johnson can request for 314, but assuming the board approves the current request, and Hartung later agrees to give it to him, the remainder of 314 is already on license. Unless, we want to breach ourselves, he doesn’t think we can just withdraw that from the existing license.

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser thanked Mr. Roe for the clarification.

Chair called on Ms. Kaichi.

Ms. Kaichi said she sees everyone struggling with 314. Beck’s has a license from us for fields that include 314. You can’t just go back and grab pieces of the license if we think it’s a better idea. We have to deal with the license first. You cannot pick and choose what you want out of the Beck’s license; it’s all or nothing because that’s what Beck’s has. If this is something we have to go and talk to our attorneys about, about our potential legal exposure if we start to chop up someone’s existing license then we should do so. That’s what she thinks everyone is struggling with.

Mr. Manuel thanked Ms. Kaichi for the clarification. Speaking for himself, what he understands is a license transfer from Beck’s to Hartung and the fields that are tied to it is being proposed. His question relating to Mr. Johnson’s interest is that as a board, if they can approve the request or they can approve with amendments, he thinks it’s within the Board’s authority to make that decision as the landowner. His question is really framed from a policy standpoint, within this context if they can transfer it, he supports the transfer. What he thinks needs to be thought through is when companies like this are shutting down, the other alternative could be to have Beck’s return the property in whole to the Board, and the Board then disposes of it as it sees fit versus letting the agreements happen outside the Board’s purview and then they’re approving a private kind of agreement. That’s the concern he has. The Board really is the one that should be making these decisions related to licenses. He’s fine as recommended but it is a larger policy decision that he thinks the board needs to take on. He stated Mr. Hopkins had brought up that it’s coming up in future conversations so that’s what he wanted to make clear. He understands what was said but he just thinks that it’s in the Board’s interest to figure it out, so the Board has a clear understanding of how they want to operate moving forward.

Ms. Kaichi told Mr. Manuel, that’s exactly right. All of these comments the board is making help the staff go back to Beck’s to explain what the options are. Let’s say this motion does not carry today because there were so many concerns about whether our policy should favor small farmers.

Ms. Evans questioned whether we can go forward if we have some assurances that we can still address some of our other concerns. All of these comments and questions are helpful to staff, whatever you decide to do today. She thinks her concern would be solved if it just said a portion of 314, because apparently there’s a license for the 9 acres that used to be the shrimp farm directly between Mr. Johnson and ADC and so if this floor action simply acknowledges that there is a portion of field 314 that is not included in it, she’s in favor of
the transfer but maybe it wasn’t drafted to show that there is an outstanding license for a portion of 314 direct to Mr. Johnson. And his request for 316 is not included in this transfer so it’s appropriate that it comes up at a later time.

Mr. Roe said if they look at the license and associated amendments, which were not included in the submittal, reflects that portion of 314 is not part of the license.

Mr. Hopkins stated that what Mr. Nakatani said earlier is pretty much what Ms. Kaichi said. The big concern is, if the Board votes this request down, what’s going to happen to that very large parcel. We have a gentleman who wants a small piece of it but what happens with the rest of it? That property will not be cared for and it could become highly problematic. He defers to the staff who recommended that the whole parcel will be taken care of for at least the next seven years. Maybe at that time it gets split up. The gentleman can approach Hartung to see if he can get that parcel. There are other options. He’s worried about the larger parcel and having that large parcel being taken care of and making income on that. He’s coming from the larger issue, but he does understand the concerns that have been brought up.

Mr. Gomes says he is in favor of what Mr. Manuel stated as far as policy is concerned. The board could defer this and bring it back to the board to answer all the questions that were brought up this morning.

Mr. Haraguchi stated he is in favor of the staff recommendation. If this transfer is approved and something should come up where a portion has interest from other farmers, then the board would be the one to approve subleases. He thinks that if we can move forward with this recommendation then we can deal with matters as we move along.

Chair asked if there was any other discussion. He asked if there are any objections.

Ms. Prescott-Tate asked if they were voting on the original motion. Chair stated they were.

Mr. Manuel stated that there was someone with their hand up from the public. Mr. Dalton asked Chair if he wanted him to call the person to speak. Chair approved.

Ms. Amos entered the meeting and identified herself as being with a food policy program. She appreciated the discussion. She thinks the issue of who is directly shaping the policy and decision-making about leases that ADC gives out is something that people care a lot about. She agrees that small farmers need smaller tracts of land and as one large land holder is shutting down, she appreciated Mr. Manuel’s comment about does the ADC just transfer that to another large land owner and let them kind of shape the policy on division on how those lands are leased for diversified agriculture or does ADC themselves take on the responsibility of doing that and be responsive to what larger democratic discussions about the future of agriculture in Hawai’i. She hopes the board does come around to having that larger policy discussion although she understands that right now the decision is about the one transfer. She thinks the point about not leaving lands unused to develop into dangerous situations is an important point because it’s happened in other instances.

Chair asked if we can take a vote? Any objections to the original motion? Hearing none, the motion was approved.

Approved: Vote, 10-0 (Mr. Manuel, Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser, Mr. Gomes and Mr. Tabata, with reservations)

J. Request for Approval to Rescind License Approval to Zhao’s Produce Inc. for 10.0 Acres at Galbraith Small Farmer Lots in Wahiawa, Oahu, Tax Map Key (1) 7-1-001-002

Motion to approve Agenda Item J: Mr. Hong / Mr. Watanabe
Chair asked for comments from the staff: Mr. Roe stated that if members had a chance to look over the submittal and staff recommendations, they’ll notice that staff recommendation rescinds after October 31st, which gives the requestor 2 months to finalize the conservation plan and execute a license; otherwise, the license approval terminates. Board approved this tenant in May 2020 and there’s been plenty of time to get it done. Mr. Roe thinks the licensee can get it done. He is available for any questions.

Chair asked for comments from the public: None.

Mr. Hopkins’s concern is the way it’s worded, that we have to have an approved soil conservation plan by October 31st. We are putting a requirement on the applicant for somebody else to do something and he doesn’t know whether soil conservation can do it by then. He can see us requiring them to have their final submission into soil conservation by the end of September but requiring them to get it approved when they have no control over soil conservation is a concern to him.

Mr. Roe pointed out they were on the brink of having a conservation plan approved and finalized six, seven months ago. Because the applicant couldn’t make some cropping decisions, that fell apart. This isn’t something we’re just springing on them; he’s been pushing them for almost a year to get this done. They’ve been on the brink a couple of times. They’ve been in the office, we’ve discussed things, it looked like we were going to have something, then 3 or 4 months ago everything fell apart. The board can certainly amend this if you wish to extend the date in the recommendation. But he feels this has gone on long enough. The premises are sitting there unused for over a year and it’s time, to get into production. There’s no excuse not to have a conservation plan at this point.

Mr. Hopkins stated he understands what Mr. Roe is saying. He believes the applicant should have a soil conservation plan and we can require that it be submitted in two weeks. He just doesn’t know how long it’s going to take soil conservation to approve it after they turn it in. If they turned in a complete plan tomorrow, will soil conservation still be able to approve it by October 31st, that’s what his question is. He’s dealt with soil conservation before and sometimes they’re very quick and sometimes they’re not.

Mr. Roe said he spoke with ORCD; they called him after he gave notice to the tenant. They called him and said they are going to try to fast track this, if you look at the letter from the tenant, the exhibit, and the letter identifies that. They will fast-track this, but he notes that this recommendation is more stringent than that. It not only requires an approved conservation plan by October 31st, but it requires all the policies of insurance and to have executed a license of agreement by that date. It’s more than just the conservation plan. Because at this point if we’re not charging rent and things aren’t being planted on those premises at that point of shortly thereafter, he’d consider it a bit of a failure.

Ms. Evans stated she had heard that soil conservation service had a backlog and was taking longer than usual. She said it sounds like Mr. Roe has already dealt with it by getting a commitment to fast track, so she withdraws her comments.

Mr. Hong said he supports the recommendation. He thinks the tenant, going forward, comply with all the requirements and through no fault of the tenant’s efforts, if there’s a delay in the approval from the government then the board can come back and address this at the October meeting. He thinks you have to hold the feet to the fire; it’s been a year and a half already.

Mr. Roe stated the board can amend the October 31st date to November 31st [sic]; they can do so at their discretion.

Mr. Manuel said he agrees with Mr. Hong. He does want to highlight, in Exhibit B there was a gap in staffing for soil conservation. He doesn’t know the details behind that but he’s thinking, ADC issued this in the heart of COVID and the lock down and government wasn’t operating at full capacity. If this applicant made it through ADC criteria and we support them then he just wants to make sure that the board continues to
support the farmers and try to work with them. He agrees with Mr. Hong that this can be revisited in October if the applicant does not meet the deadline and if they’re close, then the board can extend it. He does think that the board should push to get somebody on.

Mr. Nakatani said he wants to point out that ADC is giving out licenses to other farmers and they got their conservation plan very quickly. The board approved these licenses at the same time and these people have been farming very diligently over a year. What’s happening in his opinion is that they’re starting to land bank and keep delaying this. One of the questions Mr. Gomes brought up about what’s our policy, these people are just taking advantage of the board’s good nature and we should put the feet to the fire and go. What’s happening is that if not for somebody harvesting the grass that place would be totally overgrown. It’s time to fish or cut bait.

Chair asked if there was any other discussion. If not, are there any objections to the original motion? Hearing no objections, the motion was approved.

Approved: Vote, 10-0

K. Request for Approval to Issue License to Hawaii Golden Farm, Inc. for 237 Acres, More or Less, of Unit A in Kalepa, Kauai, Tax Map Key (4) 3-9-002-020 (por)

Motion to approve Agenda Item K: Mr. Hopkins / Mr. Haraguchi

Mr. Roe had nothing to add but stated he was available to answer any questions.

Chair asked for comments from the public: None.

Mr. Hopkins stated that under item G regarding the cleanup, board rescinded the license for Hawaii Golden Farm who was partnering with another company regarding clean-up. He’s wondering if the board can put in something saying this particular license is contingent upon them meeting the requirements on the clean-up of the other property.

Mr. Roe stated that the equipment and other items left on unit A-1 were primarily from the business partner. While Hawaii Golden Farms maintain a certain amount of liability because they are joint partners under that license, the trash and the irrigation equipment that was left there is from Taiwan Gu, the business partner. It’s a fine line, but there is a certain amount of fault on certain parties. The board can decide on how they wish to go about it.

Mr. Manuel said he has similar concerns as Mr. Hopkins. The board just cancelled a license with the same company and so until that’s cleaned up the board is entering into a brand-new license separately, just by not having that joint partnership. He wants to make sure this new relationship, starts on a good note. He thinks that the condition of this license should be subject to remediation from the prior license. This is something that the board should build in as a condition and a friendly amendment to the motion be proposed.

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser stated that Mr. Hopkins and Mr. Manuel touched on what she was going to ask.

Chair asked for any other discussion.

Mr. Tabata asked if the other entity was a viable entity, were they still on island or are they gone? If they’re gone what is our recourse? The entity will stay there so the board doesn’t attach that property to this landowner he thinks what the board was worried about on the west side, they’ll be open acres in fallow with a mess to clean up.
Mr. Roe said that currently the other entity is still here, they are still a tenant, they have a portion of unit C and they’re also one of the parties to the crop and cattle rotation agreement with the other portion of unit C. They are still here, and ADC will be enforcing the clean up.

Chair asked if there needs to be a motion to incorporate clean up by the board.

Mr. Gomes asked if there was a policy that requires a licensee, if he’s going to vacate the property, to put it back to its original condition?

Mr. Nakatani said there is a dispute over the property on joint ownership. Hawaii Golden Farm was trying to negotiate/mediate to take the full property and do the cleanup. They were talking about going to mediation and he’s not sure what happened. For ADC, if they can’t decide, they’ll rescind the license and put it back on the market and see which one will take the parcel in whole. He’s confident that if Hawaii Golden Farm has the opportunity, they will take the parcel and do the cleanup without an issue, but the dispute is between the two partners about the property. Before the board can decide, they need to help them sever the relationship, give the property back to ADC, and then ADC can deal with the property. But Mr. Gomes is right, they are supposed to clean it up, that’s part of the license. What they have before them is to issue the license. The board is going to revisit this in subsequent meetings since they rescinded the license for the 200 acres. They’ll come back to that and see what happens. There might be a legal battle between them so we’ll see what happens but that can be addressed later.

Chair asked for any other discussion. Shall we go with the motion as originally moved?

Mr. Hong wondered if the board could get a guarantee from HGF that they would meet their obligations to clean up the 182-acre parcel in order to maintain good standing with ADC. If they haven’t cleaned up, or they’re not willing to clean up, would they be a tenant in good standing? This question is for Mr. Nakatani or Mr. Roe.

Mr. Nakatani said he thinks that because it’s under both parties we can address that after they rescind, then ADC can go after both parties. It’s unfair to just go after one party and let the other party off the hook. He is pretty sure that if Hawaii Golden Farm had the whole 200 acres rather than jointly, they would do the cleanup and the other issues that were brought up.

Chair asked if there was anything else from the board? There was none.

Chair asked if there were any objections? Mr. Manuel voted with reservations based on his comments.

Chair asked if there were any other objections? There were none.

Approved: Vote, 10-0 (Mr. Manuel with reservations)

L. Request for Approval to Rescind License Approval to Glory Herb Hawaii, LLC for 10.767 Acres at Galbraith Small Farmer Lots in Wahiawa, Oahu, Tax Map Key (1) 7-1-001-002

Motion to approve Agenda Item L: Ms. Evans / Mr. Hong

Chair asked for staff comments. Mr. Roe stated he had no presentation but was available to answer any questions.

Chair asked for comments from the public: None.

Mr. Manuel stated that in this agenda, there are four proposed license rescissions. These were all recommendations that came from the board’s land investigative committee. These entities were supposedly
vetted, passed application scrutiny, and we’re still struggling to retain them as tenants. He doesn’t know what
the factors are on that but he has concerns that something in this process, whether it’s the board, the
applicants, or the economy, he just has concerns that there are a bunch of rescissions and he doesn’t
understand why. If there are things we need to do as an agency, as a board, he’s open to suggestions. He’d
love for them to think about it, but it concerns him that they’re doing more rescissions than actual approvals.

Mr. Hopkins stated that this is similar to item J and for consistency he thinks they should accept as they did
for item J.

Mr. Nakatani believes some are land banking. As far as Mr. Manuel’s question, yes, they vetted these
farmers. They visited the farms; they have a good track record and for whatever reason they’re not
proceeding. They have other farms and maybe they’re just taking advantage of the State; that’s how it
seems. There’s a strong demand for these lands and if these people are not going to use it the Board should
take action and take it back. There are people lined up especially for the ten- and twenty-acre parcels to farm.
They give excuse after excuse while other farmers have gone forward. We should put our foot down. If
you’re going to farm, farm and if not, give back the land.

Mr. Gomes says he agrees with Mr. Nakatani, either fish or cut bait. These people, even though they are
bonafide farmers, they’re land banking, let’s get them out if they’re not going to do anything with the land
and put somebody who is willing to start rocking and rolling. This is enough, let’s set some precedence here
that ADC means to help farmers but they’re not going to help them land bank.

Mr. Manuel said he appreciates the sentiment, but again he thinks it’s speculative. What would help is to add
additional criteria to their reviews. He’s not sure how you would ask the question, “Are you planning to land
bank it?” They’re saying they had experience in farming and still they’re land banking or not using it. How
would the board be able to, in the review of applications, get people that are ready to go. This is where he’s
struggling. There is a process and even with that process they still end up with people not doing it, there has
to be a reason why. If it’s land banking he still doesn’t have a solution; we need to be connecting the dots
and make the review process tighter, like how we review, if we add more criteria, he just doesn’t know.

Chair says he thinks in the board’s next tenant review they will try to do that. It’s going to get better.

Mr. Gomes said they should put a time frame on it. If they need an extension, they put it in the plan, what’s
the time frame, what’s the reason you need this extension, or why haven’t you been able to get what we need
done.

Chair said that should be part of the proposed business plan in the tenant review for an upcoming agenda
item. Shall we vote to approve the motion? Any objections? Hearing none, the motion was approved.

Approved: Vote, 10-0

Mr. Roe stated that his portion of the agenda was concluded. Mr. Roe left the meeting at 11:55 a.m.

Chair called for a recess at 11:55 a.m. The meeting resumed at 12:12 p.m.

M. Request for Approval of the Agribusiness Development Corporation’s Priority List to Implement the
Legislative Auditor’s Recommendations in Audit Report No. 21-01

Motion to approve Agenda Item M: Mr. Haraguchi / Mr. Hopkins

Chair asked for staff presentation. Mr. Nakamoto gave some background for the new members. The audit
report was submitted to the Legislature in January 2021. At its February meeting, the board asked the
Executive Director and staff to prioritize the recommendations. A priority list was presented at the April
meeting. The 33 recommendations were divided into 3 groups: Administrative are things staff can do; Executive and Other higher-level policy things. Staff came up with the matrix that’s attached to the submittal. Staff is asking for: 1) guidance from the board and approval of the priority list so staff can proceed; 2) with respect to the higher-level executive activities, we request the board’s feedback and help on this; and 3) staff seeks to authorize the Executive Director to retain a consultant to assist with some of the technical things like strategic planning. That is a summary of how the audit recommendations were analyzed and divided. Mr. Nakamoto and Mr. Nakatani are available for questions.

Chair asked for comments from the public: None.

Mr. Manuel asked Mr. Nakamoto, for recommendation number 3, is ADC requesting one consultant for the multiple things listed, or one for each task? Is this how consultants are normally hired? This is the first time he’s seen an agenda item with this recommendation.

Mr. Nakamoto stated it will most likely be multiple consultants unless they could find one consultant to do multiple plans. It probably will be tandem with other agencies as well. Some of the board members mentioned that ADC should retain consultants for the more technical stuff. Staff just wanted to bring it up to the board and get their approval.

Mr. Manuel said he would feel more comfortable if staff proposed a scope of service so they understand how much they would be paying this consultant and it’s not just a blank check. The submittal should have a similar scope attached, a potential budget assigned to it, and then they approve versus a blanket just hire whoever. He’d feel more comfortable understanding what they’re paying for and not just give blanket approval.

Mr. Nakamoto said ADC would come back to the board as they start proceeding with specific areas that they will hire consultants to assist; they can come back to the board to explain what they’re spending it on. Today, staff is asking for the overall direction. ADC is under the clock. We are trying to move quickly. The investigation is ongoing. We want to show the legislature we have talked to the board and obtained guidance and direction. Staff will come back to the board when we start looking at retaining consultants, and present cost analysis and any other information the board would like to see.

Mr. Hopkins said recommendation no. 3 overlaps considerably with a number of things the policy committee was looking at. The committee found there were things beyond what they could do as a small group. Due to the considerable overlap he strongly supports this.

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser followed up on Mr. Manuel’s comments about scope of work and budget. ADC’s budget has been reduced and she just wanted board members to know that it’s going to depend on the budget for next fiscal year if funds are available to cover these consultants. ADC needs to include this in their budget request to cover these consultants due to the audit.

Ms. Evans said she supports the floor action. She sees a number of the auditor recommendations require technical assistance. She envisions getting technical assistance to create an electronic document management system, an electronic database, and she assumes all the procurements will be done competitively. She has no concerns about the process of procurement. It will be helpful to get some technical assistance from consultants on meeting some of these auditor’s recommendations.

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser said when the board was given the matrix back in April; four-months later the priorities may have changed. Under administrative, the third highest priority is, fill vacant staff positions. She believes there is only one vacancy left. There is a newly hired ASO and a secretary. Maybe the vacancy priority should be lowered. She also sees the need for administrative rules to address the application process for ADC lands on the bottom of the “others” list. At an earlier meeting she did express the need to move rules up the priority list.
Mr. Hong asked if there has been any meeting with the legislative auditor regarding recommendations after the initial issuance of the report in January?

Mr. Nakamoto responded, not to his knowledge.

Mr. Hong said so we’re kind of doing this based on the written report. Oftentimes you can sit down with the auditors to discuss and get greater clarification. If they say consultants, they can explain what they mean. ADC should have a meeting with the auditor. Obviously, it’s gotten to a point where it’s political. It’s been four months since the April meeting, and he thinks we’re just marking time. His perspective is that there’s a lot going on. We’re saying we’re going through consultant. He’s seen consultants go into organizations and it’s just a waste of time and money, unless we know exactly what we want from them. Has the organization identified what is needed? What are three or four key issues that will move this organization forward? Instead of trying to spend a lot of resources on each item, let’s find out which ones are going to make a difference. Ultimately, it’s the board’s responsibility to lead the way and approve the strategic plan. He doesn’t know what sort of feedback has been received since the draft strategic plan was submitted to the legislature, but he thinks the board and ADC staff must sit together and figure out what key issues need to be accomplished from a strategic perspective. Then the rest will start falling in place. You can’t expect a consultant to come in and tell you what you’re supposed to do. We need to know that up front and they need to help us on the technical issues. There’s no reason why we can’t have collaboration with DOA, CTAHR, Economics department, UHERO, all of those, to flesh out these things and get a clearer idea of where we want to go as an organization.

Mr. Hopkins said regarding the consultants, there are two different types of consultants we’re looking at, and he thinks it’s important to look at one; we got into trouble because there are certain things we have not done, like planning for agricultural development for Hawaii. There are legislative mandates we are supposed to do. We do not have the staff or ability to do them with our limited staff and the board, we can’t do it. There are things we could use some help with, like hiring consultants to help for us to go forward. There are consultants that can be hired to meet mandates from the legislature, things we cannot do ourselves. We need to look at consultants from both of those aspects.

Mr. Nakamoto agrees we are looking at multiple consultants. He thinks the auditors did a good job of identifying areas that need to improve in order to move the organization forward. What staff is saying is that to prioritize these 33 recommendations, we can’t do it all at once. We are doing several things simultaneously, but we want direction from the board to make sure we’re heading in the right direction. We are looking at consultants to help with land management and administrative record keeping, but we also need technical assistance to help with things like development plans; things that are beyond our capabilities. We will work with other organizations like DBEDT, HDOA and USDA. We have identified key partners in our matrix that we want to either sit down with or consult with in order to develop these strategic plans.

Ms. Kaichi responded to Mr. Hong’s question on whether ADC has gone back to the auditor for assistance. She doesn’t think that is the auditor’s task. According to the Auditor, after they issue their report, they will give ADC a year or two and then come back to ADC to check and see how well ADC has improved over time. The auditor issues the report, the responsibility to fix the items falls on ADC. She doesn’t believe ADC was invited to go back to him until the auditor comes back to talk about ADC’s improvement.

Mr. Hong disagreed. We can request to talk about how we can move forward, what they’re seeing, what their perspective is and have a discussion about the audit findings. We’re sitting in a vacuum otherwise to the extent we’re only relying on what’s written on the page. He spent a good portion of his career as an auditor and they always have discussions with the auditee. There’s no reason why we cannot do that with the legislative auditor. If the auditor doesn’t want to do it then that’s his position but we can request that discussion.
Ms. Kaichi said, we didn’t ask so we don’t know what the auditor’s position is.

Mr. Hong questioned if we didn’t ask, why not? We’re stuck in a perspective that we have to change some of that paradigm. This is an organization that needs to move forward, and we can’t be stuck in just what the auditor says. We have concerns like, where are we on the financial condition, do we have projections for budget, financial statements, things like that. There’s a lot of dialog that can go on. Maybe we shouldn’t spend as much time on the recommendations. They’re really covered by other things or maybe they’re really not that important. That’s why he’s saying, there are really only three or four things that are critical that we need to do. He takes the 80/20 rule.

Ms. Evans stated that in her experience as deputy director for DBEDT, legislative auditor is a rotational thing. They don’t pick programs, they have a schedule, and they hope to get around to every state agency every 10 years for these program audits. They have an entry interview when they start the audit, then they have an exit meeting when they have a draft audit completed and they are given the audit and an opportunity to try to correct anything that is not accurate in it. The exit meetings are substantive, and they do provide an opportunity to ask, what do you mean when they put a recommendation in. She assumes since this is a standard part of audit process that a meeting did occur and there was an opportunity to get clarification on the draft findings and recommendations. She’s guessing that they are really not available to provide guidance; it is a little different approach.

Ms. Kaichi stated that’s exactly what happened.

Mr. Manuel said he’s trying to understand the recommendations and the action that’s requested from the board. Reading through recommendation 1, they want guidance from the board to work on auditor recommendations. Is that even required? Recommendation 2 is a recommendation to form smaller committees; what are those committees? The third one, without a scope you don’t know how much money we’re spending, and it gets to Mr. Hong’s point, and Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser’s point, if we don’t know what our finances look like then what are we capable of funding with the capacity of staff. Maybe a better thing to do is to work through this every month, have this as a standing item so we can try to tackle some of these. Right now, it’s really broad. We just need to get the specifics of the auditor’s recommendations. As a board member he wants to help staff, but these larger policy conversations aren’t getting us towards that end result.

Chair agreed with Mr. Hong in that there are really only 3 or 4 recommendations that really need to be addressed immediately and there are five recommendations to the board that haven’t been addressed. That’s where this committee needs to focus.

Mr. Nakatani said they have been sitting on this for 3 or 4 months. Some of the comments we need to let the staff start working on. Whether you agree that what we came up with is a priority or not, we should be doing something. If not then, you should make the recommendations but again some of the things like rules take a long time. While we can draft that, it’s not going to be done within a year. The auditors are looking at some progress on what we do so at least we have a priority list. We’re not going to tackle all of them and I disagree that even if you only have 4 items, that’s not for you to determine because the legislature is going to say did you follow the auditor’s report and why haven’t you done this x, y and z. What we’re trying to do is, do as much as possible, as quickly as possible, so we can at least show some progress and move ahead. Now, some of the things we can do really quickly. As far as a consultant, it’s a good point about how much is it going to cost but we don’t know. What determines that is, how much money do we have but that was part of the auditor’s recommendation so we’re just following part of the auditor’s recommendation that we hire a consultant to help us with this. If the Board doesn’t give ADC approval to do this, then we’re back to square one. I mean what’s the direction. You need to be involved because this is not staff decision alone, it’s the ADC Board and the staff conclusion.

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser stated that both Chair and Mr. Hong mentioned there were 3 or 4 priorities; could Chair or Mr. Hong share them? Maybe the Board can have staff address that at the forefront because a lot of
these recommendations have status, comments that they are working on it. We can report to the auditor those things have been completed. Since we’re in discussion, Chair and Mr. Hong, what do you think the 3 or 4 top priorities are that we should be focusing on?

Chair said, speaking for himself, policies are effective whether they are called policies or administrative rules is something that should be thought out and put in place. We’ve heard that discussion several times today about not having some policy in place.

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser said she’ll defer to Mr. Hong. She knows Mr. Hong mentioned, what is our strategic plan. She knows in the list it refers to a 2012 Strategic Plan, but the plan needs to be updated. It doesn’t really speak to what is relevant for ADC now.

Mr. Hong said he does think that updating the strategic plan goals and objectives are critical for an organization. We need to know where we’re going. A strategic plan is important. Your assets, your inventory; what’s the list of your inventory in all the underlying leases? And relative to rules, he thinks we need to be consistent in how we apply things with flexibility. And he thinks we need to have our financial house in order. So, what’s your overall goals, your rules, and your financial planning. Once you know what you need in terms of how we handle our finances and then what we need. We can see if we need a consultant to help us. Those are the things that are critical for us. Obviously, you need to have staff to do our mission, but we have to determine what is our first.

Ms. Evans thinks Mr. Tanaka had some relevant comments in his presentation on the Kauai agricultural project. He talked about the changing context in agriculture and the need to update agricultural education to address that. She thinks when the statute was written back in the early 1990’s agriculture was really different. She agrees with Mr. Hong and Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser that we could use an investigative committee to look at changing the type of agriculture that will be commercially successful. We have a lot of subsistence farmers in our Ag district which is 45% of the State land. There’s room for a wide variety of agriculture, family subsistence, gardening. Consistent with what Mr. Tanaka was saying is that commercial agriculture is what the legislature intended for us. While that’s changed dramatically, she thinks that is a good goal for ADC.

Mr. Manuel said to follow up on the 3 priorities Mr. Hong listed; he’s trying to tie it back to the submittal before the Board. He doesn’t see those as priorities outlined in the colorful blue sheet. Mr. Hong talked about our financing, the mission statement, goals and objectives; those are good, one and two on the far-left side. But do we need to amend these or shift them based on what you’re recommending or are we comfortable with the priorities that are recommended here and the next steps in the recommendation. That’s what’s before us to approve, so he’s just trying to make sure that what we’re having conversations about is reflected in this staff submittal and the priorities. He’s fine with the recommended submittals but they’re not necessarily lining up with what he’s hearing from the Board.

Mr. Nakatani said in the next submittal maybe we can talk about mission, goals and objectives. What we really need from the Board is to let us move ahead. Because what you’re doing is, we’re in neutral and we keep waiting for the Board to do something. We did a strategic plan in 2020 and submitted it to the Legislature. Now whether you agree with the strategic plan or not, there’s a plan that was updated from 2012 that reflects what ADC should be doing and where we should be headed. This plan was submitted to some of the former members for comments and we took their comments and we put it together. I’m not sure what the criticism is that we don’t have an updated plan.

Mr. Hong stated we may not be that far off from the strategic plan; we’ve developed a number of things. The plan needs to be shared with the board and the board has to approve it. As a corporation with special duties and authorities different from other State corporations, that is our responsibility. It’s a matter of presenting it to the current board because it was never approved as far as he knows and move forward from there. It’s a starting point and any comments and any focus that the board feels should be in this strategic plan that is not currently in the draft strategic plan, then we can update that and move forward.
Chair agreed.

Mr. Nakatani said do you want the strategic plan to be approved? They brought the plan to the board, they asked for comments and staff was under pressure from the Auditor who asked where is your strategic plan? So, they did submit the plan. If you disagree with it, that’s fine but put in some constructive criticism, just don’t say the board needs to approve the plan. It came before the board.

Chair agreed. He doesn’t know if the board had a chance to read the plan, but it is a pretty good plan. From what he understands, it’s dynamic.

Mr. Hong said he thinks they all need to be on that same page. Once we have a direction we can move forward to the other priorities.

Mr. Hopkins said he’s a bit confused. Are we responding to an auditor’s report or are we talking about a strategic plan? We have a motion here on how to deal with the auditor’s report. These are different issues. The auditor’s report although they overlap, where we’re going and our strategic plan and everything else is very important to us as an organization. At the same time, dealing with the auditor’s report means we’re dealing with something that came to us out of the legislature, we have to deal with it because they’re mad at us and we have to deal with that. Let’s go forward with this for the auditor’s report. Staff has done a lot of work on it and he thinks we ought to just approve it. It’s a plan, it’s not perfect, he doesn’t agree with it completely but there’s 33 items there. We have to respond to all 33 items whether we like it or not, cause that’s what the auditor told us to do, that’s what the legislature is going to beat on us. Let’s just go forward with it the best we can. Our next item after this is our mission statement, it’s on the agenda. It would be great if everything that we are working on for the auditor would make us more important. Let’s focus on things to make ourselves better. He’s looking at what is expeditious. He strongly urges the board to approve the motion, give staff some directions to go forward with this and let’s look at the next item which is our mission.

Mr. Haraguchi supports the staff’s recommendation. He does understand where the auditors are coming from. One clarification, on number three, he thinks there was prior discussion on developing a Hawaii Ag Plan and hiring consultants to develop the same plan may be duplicative. Is there an existing Ag Plan? Or does DOA have one, or are we working together on this? That’s the question.

Mr. Nakatani said that’s a good question. Mr. Hopkins mentioned that those are things we should look at down the road but without approval of this, how can we move forward. You’re telling me that you need scope and everything else like that but you know, as Mr. Hopkins said, let us move ahead, look at the consultant, what would we need the consultant for but at this point we’re just stuck in neutral, we can’t do anything. We can do it in a vacuum, we can move ahead without the board being on board. He thinks the whole notion is that we don’t know much of these answers. The consultant was a recommendation of the auditor. It’s like saying if you can’t do it hire a consultant. All we’re saying is that we have the approval to hire the consultant. Yes, we need to look at the scope; yes, we need to see if we have enough funds to do that. Those are all factors and if we don’t have that, but you have to let us make that determination, not just question us about all of this because we don’t know yet. We haven’t gotten the freedom to look at this and say ok, we need to write another plan for agriculture. Is that a plan for ADC; is it a plan for all of agriculture? Do we do marketing? I mean what do we do. Maybe we can come back with some recommendations telling the auditors, we should cover this or what priority from the board as far as we need to hire a consultant. We will go back to the board, but the idea is we have the approval to hire somebody and you can make it conditional but as Mr. Hopkins said, let’s just move ahead. Give us some leeway to say ok, let’s make this determination. We can always come back to the board; you can ask every month what’s the progress and where are we going but we just need to move forward. And as Mr. Hopkins said, he may not agree to all the priorities but nitpicking and saying I want to do this, that’s fine. We made the determination of capability and what we think is important to move this thing forward. That’s the staff recommendation, now if you think
otherwise and you choose to do something else then please help us. The thing is what we’re capable of and what we have the manpower to do is what we’re trying to address.

Mr. Haraguchi said he agrees with Mr. Nakatani, but his question is, maybe it should be directed to Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser, isn’t the Hawaii Ag plan something that has been done and been revised continuously? Is this something that can be worked through the department of ag or can the dept of ag take the lead in this?

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser responded that she thinks what Mr. Haraguchi is referring to is the Hawaii Agribusiness plan and that might be specific to ADC. The department has its own strategic plan which they include ADC’s priority actions, along with all the other programs that they have. But she thinks it’s mentioned quite often, Hawaii Agribusiness plan and she thinks that’s specific to ADC.

Mr. Hong stated, looking at it from recommendation 1, ADC recommends the Board provide guidance and/or approve the priority list to authorize the ED and staff to continue working on the auditor’s recommendations. I think we’re trying to provide guidance as we indicated through this discussion, so he doesn’t have a problem with 1. Number 2 is very similar, with respect to high level executive activities, ADC requests assistance from the Board and recommends the formation of smaller committees, he thinks it’s a good recommendation, good for the board and ADC to have the continuing dialogue and he would support that. Recommendation 3 is ADC recommends the Board authorize the ED to retain consultants and other outside technical assistance. The problem is you say the ED can engage consultants to develop the scope of work, to develop the RFP and things like that and then come back to the board for approval of the scope of work, which ultimately gets down to approving a consultant at some future date. He doesn’t have a problem with that. But saying carte blanche go ahead and engage someone for an undisclosed amount for undetermined length of time for an undetermined amount of resources when we don’t know if it fits in the budget, that’s a problem.

Mr. Manuel asked if whoever made the motion can amend it to just approve 1 and 2 and remove recommendation number 3. They don’t approve recommendation 3. There’s too much unknown but move to approve 1 and 2 based on the board dialog.

Mr. Hopkins stated that instead of doing it that way, they should modify number 3 to say the board authorizes the Executive Director to draw up terms of reference for consultants for the board to approve at a later date. Staff said that’s what they plan on doing. We should clearly state we authorize the drawing up terms of reference for later approval. He makes that amendment.

Mr. Gomes asked if Mr. Hopkins was making that amendment to the motion.

Mr. Hopkins said, he’s asking for an amendment and if the member who made the motion would agree to that, and the member who seconded it, the amendment would be, the ADC Board authorizes the Executive Director to draft terms of reference for consultants for later approval.

Mr. Gomes asked if his amendment referred to recommendation 3.

Mr. Hopkins agreed. He said, under Roberts rules he made that motion and it has to be approved by whoever made the original motion and whoever seconded that motion, as a friendly amendment.

Chair asked who made the motion. Mr. Nakamoto said that Mr. Haraguchi made the motion and Mr. Hopkins seconded it.

Amended motion to approve recommendation 1 and 2 as written and approve the amended recommendation #3 which states: The Board authorizes the Executive Director to draft terms of reference for consultants for the Board to approve at a later date.

Mr. Haraguchi moved to approve the motion as amended. Mr. Hopkins seconded it.
Chair asked if there were any objections to the amended motion. Hearing none, the amended motion was approved.

Approved: Vote, 10/0

N. Request for Approval of the Agribusiness Corporation’s Mission Statement, Goals, and Objectives

Motion to approve Agenda Item N: Ms. Evans / Mr. Manuel

Mr. Nakamoto made the presentation on behalf of the staff. There has been a lot of discussion already, but he wanted to point out that staff identified this recommendation from the auditor as top priority. This is the foundation of everything the ADC does. It provides the direction and detail that shows how staff plans to accomplish the goals and the mission. The recommendation is to keep the mission statement as is. He’s available for questions.

Chair asked for comments from the public: None.

Ms. Evans said as the maker of the motion she would like to speak to it. What she liked about the April 28, 2021 submittal to the board was that it focuses on the support for commercial agriculture and it focuses on land acquisition to build a bank for state lands available for commercial agriculture. She thinks that’s really important because as they’ve seen in the Ag district, the value of lands held by trust foundations and for-profit shareholder companies has increased dramatically, not based on ag pricing or ag potential revenue but on other types of higher revenue generating uses. Because that is goal number one, page 2 of item N, she thinks it’s very important and significant. The objectives under that with the exception of objective 5, which she’s not sure is appropriate for ADC, but the first 4, certainly support that. Goal # 2, adequate reasonably priced water in irrigation systems is critical to making state land possible for agriculture. In every IAL petition that comes before the land use commission which is now part of the office of planning and sustainable development, they look at whether water is available. And then goal #3, to improve the productivity of agricultural operations by providing those possibly shared facilities that individual farmers having a hard time financing and developing and maintaining but which can increase the ability of our farmers to do commercial scale growing is important. She speaks in favor of the 3 goals and the associated objectives for the mission statement goals and objectives.

Mr. Hopkins said he supports it in general, almost completely except he has a problem with goal 3. The comment just a minute ago about shared facilities, that’s not what it says here, it says it’s restricting us to state owned lands and state-owned facilities. We need to be flexible with shared facilities. If we go purely state owned, we have a problem.

Mr. Manuel has a question for staff, what was the process that staff went through to develop the mission, goals, and objectives, and what was involved in that process?

Mr. Nakatani stated these priorities were done internally after reading a lot of the agriculture plan reports from the past. They read through what their prior priorities were and that’s what they put together. Knowing what we’re faced with in our projects, water, land banking, facilities and everything, that’s how they came up with this outline for these recommendations.

Mr. Manuel thanked Mr. Nakatani for the response. This is a good start to outlining priorities and mission, goals and objectives. One of his comments on the draft was that objectives need to be quantifiable and right now they are really broad. As a planner, he can see ADC doing a lot better at building and making a more robust strategic plan with goals and objectives that are measurable and attainable. He’d love to see us build that out and he’ll even offer to do that and provide his expertise to the staff, to make a plan that makes sense for our agency and for the board. There’s a long way to go and he thinks it speaks to that, it’s a step in the
right direction. He thinks that as any planning process they need to design a process that’s inclusive of all stakeholders and based on the auditor’s responses and some of the critique. It’s an internal plan, it’s a good start but we need to include other stakeholders, other objectives, and put some meat on this plan, with timeframes and resources and commitments. It’s kind of open-ended. It needs more direction. He thinks the board should approve something to move forward, but this needs to be updated and added to.

Mr. Hong agreed with those comments. He thinks it’s a good structure but needs to be flushed out with Mr. Manuel’s help. It would be good to be able to do that. Like it talks about focusing on the commercial aspects of agriculture, some of that language could be incorporated into goal 1, some of the objectives into goal 1. Relative to Ms. Evan’s comment about objective 5, maybe the education is the newsletter. He doesn’t see any educational effort on the part of ADC to the general public; that really should be DOA’s responsibility and not ADC’s. In goal 3, some of that can be flushed out, looking down the road the possibility of a pool of equipment for farmers because not everyone can afford a tractor or specialized equipment, but four or five of our folks might be able to share. He agrees with Mr. Manuel, this is a good structure. It would be helpful particularly for the legislature and other audiences to see that it’s been flushed out a little bit more.

Chair said that since they all agree that it’s a good structure can we move to approving this motion and we actually have to make more committees than we have humans on the board. If there aren’t any objections can we move to approve this motion?

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser asked if they want to stay with objective 5 under goal 1, regarding education?

Mr. Manuel said his response would be instead of amending what staff has developed, we just approve it as is, then work on improving it at a later time. If not, we’re going to start wordsmithing the entire document. I don’t think that’s a good process to go through at this point.

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser agrees but thought there was discussion on objective 5 and its relevance.

Chair asked if there were any objections. Hearing none, the motion was approved. 

Vote: Approved, 10-0.

O. Appointment of New Member to the Investigative Agricultural Activity Policy Committee to Replace a Retired Member.

Chair stated this was to replace Mr. Schenk and asked the committee chair, Mr. Hopkins, to provide feedback on potential replacements at the next meeting.

Ms. Prescott-Tate stated they could move to defer Item O.

Motion to defer the appointment of New Member to the Investigative Agricultural Activity Policy Committee to Replace a Retired Member: Ms. Evans / Mr. Manuel

Chair asked if there are any discussion/objections. Hearing none, the motion was approved.

Vote: Approved, 10-0.

P. Request for Approval to Issue a Request for Proposal to Construct a Livestock Feed Mill on Oahu and Authorize the Executive Director to Negotiate the Terms and Conditions of a Public Private Partnership to Construct and Operate the Facility

Motion to approve Agenda Item P: Ms. Evans / Mr. Manuel
Chair asked for presentation from the staff. Mr. Nakamoto said ADC received a CIP appropriation to build off of the 0-waste conversion project that ADC was working with the USDA. He stated there were 3 benefits: 1) ADC can build off of the 0-waste conversion working with USDA; 2) remove waste from stream and landfills; and 3) the development of local feed for aquaculture and livestock. Currently, 60 to 70% is being imported. He is available to answer any questions.

Chair asked for comments from the public: None.

Mr. Hopkins stated for those who were not familiar we’ve had feed mill stuff come up before. There were millions and millions of dollars poured into a pilot feed mill that was constructed at the Panaewa farm at UH Hilo. It belongs to HPU now. It came from OI to HPU and they’re trying to pass it over to UH Hilo. UH Hilo doesn’t have the money to operate it. We already have large quantities of stuff up there. I’m worried about building another while elephant. It doesn’t matter if the legislature gave us the money, it’s the operating funds. Where are the nutritionists coming from, who’s paying for the nutritionist? We need a much better plan than saying let’s go out and build this feed mill. We need to show that it’s actually feasible and how we move forward with it. We need a much more detailed planning process than saying, let’s just go build it. Four million dollars isn’t enough money based on what has been spent already. We could spend four million retrofitting an existing mill to bring it up to standards. I would like to see us back up a little bit and do a better planning process on this thing because I don’t think we are at the point of a going out there and building it.

Chair said Panaewa was the wrong place, it’s on the wrong island and it has no protein for feed. That was the problem. This is a private public proposal. We are tapping and depending on the private side to do the operations; we’ll vet them properly.

Mr. Gomes said he agrees with Mr. Hopkins. He knows about Panaewa, but he has questions. Overall, it will take more than 4 million to put together a feed mill. He can see the point about making it on Oahu because that’s where the population is. But what kind of feed would be available for livestock and what kind of waste would be used and what do you think you would generate as far as tonnage is concerned. The bulk of cattle feed or users of cattle feed or livestock feed is on the Big Island. That’s where the inventory of animals is, and Maui. Another factor is transportation. Young Brothers increasing the rates. How do they get the feed to the users or the stakeholders? That’s the kind of questions he has on this feed mill. And with aquaculture what are we talking about volume of feed or how much ponds or what are we looking at overall for aquaculture? Is there enough because to him the farms are on the Big Island, the aquaculture farms are on the Kona coast. He’s seen it go before the Board of DLNR asking for extensions or permits out in the ocean or whatever it might be or even other farming facilities.

Mr. Nakamoto said this project was not a new project. The trials were done with the aquaculture specialist over at HDOA with USDA to develop the feed. The initial recipe they used was protein meal from local fish producers and fish processors. They extracted oil from the macadamia nut shells and they also used flour. They sent these materials up to a feed specialist on the mainland and he developed a pretty viable feed that was palatable using locally sourced materials. Macadamia nuts from Hawaii, fish waste from the local producers and what we’re trying to do now is just establish this pilot project. We understand there are a lot of companies that are paying to dispose of their fish waste and their green waste. We can take that out of the waste stream and develop a local feed. We feel that’s a game changer and that’s a risk we should take. This was not done without research. The trials have already taking place with the DOA Aquaculture specialist. They have developed a viable feed. Now we want to see if we can take it to the next level and commercialize it. DOA aquaculture division will get to use these to do trials. The operator will be able to recycle the fish waste. It could also be used to develop other feeds for livestock as well. The initial projections we’re looking at, he believes the RFP states 2 to 3 tons that this facility needs to produce. We don’t have a minimum input because it’s a pilot project. If they can produce 1 to 3 tons of feed that would help a lot. With the gas prices rising, shipping cost going up, food cost going up, and this cost is all passed to the farmer. Whether they like it or not 60-70% of all feed is imported. We can change this; this is one of the bottlenecks in agriculture that could potentially open up more opportunities especially for the aquaculture and livestock industries.
Mr. Hopkins said what he’s concerned with is if we’re going forward and building this thing here, he’s saying four million dollars is not going to be enough. And we’re going to get blamed for it when it doesn’t work. The amount of waste material we have is not all that great. Talking about restaurant waste, there’s already a value on that, the pig farmers. I think unfortunately on a lot of these plans the economics are what he’d have to call highly creative. He’s worried about our long-term liabilities that we have when we start building this. He would like to see detailed numbers on this. Basically, he’s not going to vote on this one way or the other and the reason why is because he worked at Panaewa for years, not at that particular facility. People say it’s a conflict of interest on his part but he’s going to say he’s not going to vote on it.

Mr. Nakatani said we have to look at this not only are we creating food, but the concept is 0 waste. What we’re trying to do is we’re trying to get rid of our waste. We’re starting with fish waste, hopefully we go to food waste but that’s a big problem that agriculture will be facing. Not only agriculture but how do you get rid of your waste because sooner or later the landfills will start to reject all of this wet waste coming in. This is a good pilot project to start with. It’s two-fold, how do you get rid of waste and how can you make a valuable product from the waste. That’s the whole concept of moving this thing forward. It’s the private sector that’s going to take the risk. Yes, the State did put in the money for that, the legislature approved it in 2018. But it’s something that we need to look at and work on because you know this affects all of us for the future. We’ve got to start focusing on ways on how to get rid of waste and how to make a waste product into a valuable product. That’s the whole concept.

Mr. Manuel said he’s cognizant of the time so he’s just reacting to the conversation. He’s wondering if we defer this with a request to staff to provide more details than what’s in the recommendation. For example, what are the details of the RFP? A lot of the $1 to 3 million was referenced but it’s not in the actual submittal itself. He has questions about compliance with 343, use of state funds. He doesn’t see any analysis whether or not we’ve done an EA on this or if it’s exempt from producing an EA. There are some unanswered questions and concerns. He wants to support management of waste, that’s important, but giving blanket authority to enter into public private partnership is also a concern. The board should have final decision on all of the terms. He’s recommending they defer and then bring it back with more details from staff.

Ms. Evans said she still supports her motion because the Office of Planning and Sustainable Development is responsible for encouraging and promoting sustainability for all of our inputs and outputs and this is an effort to do that. She notes in the RFP that is attached to the floor action, the selected applicant will be responsible for all of the permits and that includes doing an EA or EIS if needed. She thinks we need to get started on this. If there are no applicants, that will tell us that nobody sees a viable business model and we can cancel the RFP and revise. But you won’t know that until you post this. She looked at it and thinks staff did a good job on the RFP. She’s in favor of supporting the approval of this action.

Mr. Manuel apologized saying he scrolled past the recommendations so thanks for the clarification.

Chair thanked Ms. Evans saying that was a very good explanation.

Mr. Hopkins said he wanted to make a clarification. He is not saying they should support Panaewa. He’s been opposed to these projects. It was originally proposed for Waimanalo and it ended up in Panaewa. He’s been opposed to this for 25-years because when he’d run the numbers through. He just wants the group to know he’s not going out there saying it should be Panaewa. We don’t have the viability for it. And he won’t vote for it one way or the other.

Mr. Manuel asked Ms. Evans if she would be open to not delegating the final execution, that the board retains final approval as an amendment. He’s trying to understand the complexities of public private partnership agreements and that giving that out without the board seeing the final details are concerning to him. He doesn’t know if the rest of the board feels the same way but if we’re comfortable in delegating that entirely then he’s open.
Ms. Evans said because the procurement process is usually based on a point system and then a BAFO if they have a complicated one like this. She’s not comfortable with them doing a beauty contest vote at the end of a very formal procurement process. Unless the board members themselves are members of the evaluation committee, which would then preclude them from voting on it, it gets very complicated. She would say they should authorize the staff to post it and work through the procurement process with support from the State Procurement Office. Then we see if there is a selected proposal that meets all the criteria in the RFP.

Chair agreed and stated he wanted to go to vote and asked if there were any objections.

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser said she is voting with reservations. She supports the zero-waste concept. She knows the DOA’s aquaculture manager and staff did have involvement with this. I’m voting with reservations because having 30 years experience with formulating custom feed and importing feed from the mainland and dealing with feed companies that existed here on Oahu she understands the cost of milling in Hawaii, and unless it’s subsidized, she doesn’t know if it’s going to be affordable. But this is a pilot so she’s going to vote with reservations. She requested that Mr. Nakamoto forward the food waste work that was done with Todd Low and USDA to the board members because there’s been a lot of change in the membership and she thinks that would be good historical background information.

Mr. Hopkins said he formally abstains.

Mr. Gomes said he will also vote with reservations. He said he also has experience over the years in the cattle industry and of them buying feed and they were buying mill run from Oahu and all that went to the wayside. He’ll vote but with reservations, he’s personally experienced it on their cattle ranch.

Ms. Evans said she votes aye for the proposal.

Chair asked if there were any objections. Hearing none, the motion was approved.

Vote: Approved: 9-0 (Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser and Mr. Gomes with reservations; Mr. Hopkins abstained)

**Q. Request for Approval to Adopt the Tenant Review and Recommendation Committee’s Recommendations for Selecting Applicants for ADC Land Licenses**

Motion to approve Agenda Item Q: Mr. Hong / Mr. Haraguchi

Mr. Nakamoto said ADC set out to fill the lands a while back. A committee was established around September 2020. They put out the notification in March and received the applications in April. They did the ratings by a point system. They conducted interviews of some of the farmers. So basically, these recommendations were done through the committee’s discretion and expertise and they’re recommending that they award these lands accordingly. He’s available for any questions. Mr. Watanabe was the chair of the committee and he was also available for any questions.

Chair asked for comments from the public: None.

Mr. Manuel asked that, based on the recommendation, are they going to give one person all of our vacant inventory?

Mr. Nakamoto explained that what Mr. Manuel saw was based on the ratings. There was one farmer who qualified for all five. However, that farmer declined. He did his due diligence and found that due to market instability, as well as the development cost, he withdrew his application. He admitted it looked like one person got all the land. The recommendation from the committee was they didn’t want one applicant to have all of the land.
Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser said just an FYI for transparency, she sent an email as a follow-up to Chair’s request for information about solar energy facilities, utility facilities, as licensees for the 511 acres of ADC land on Oahu. As a department they provide technical information to respond to Chair’s request at the last board meeting and that was sent on July 27th. If staff would circulate that email response, she just wanted to disclose to everyone for transparency.

Chair stated that the information Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser sent was very helpful. It wasn’t for the 511 acres it was for another parcel. Chair asked Mr. Watanabe if he wanted to say anything.

Mr. Watanabe said the members have a report. He thanked the committee for putting all that work in. He traveled to Oahu and took a look at the land and thanked Chair and Mr. Nakamoto for accompanying him. He also invited Susan Kubo from NRCS since they will be handling the conservation plans and it was important for her to see the land. Sifting through the comments and trying to think of how to improve the process. He said they are open to working with ADC on the conservation plans. Susan is supposed to come up with some points they can assist us with. Frankly, it’s going to take a lot of work by the applicants. It’s not just clearing the land there are many related issues to having a successful operation. What he would like to do is take the 4 recommendations one at a time. He knows this has been a long meeting, but he would like to get the board’s comments on each of the recommendations. Some of them did do the interview and that was very helpful because you cannot make a decision just on what they submit. He agrees with Mr. Manuel that they cannot keep putting applicants on the land if they’re not going to follow through. That’s how he’d like to move forward starting with recommendation number 1.

Mr. Nakamoto stated that recommendation number 1 was looking at awarding 511 acres, gross acres, 385 useable acres to Cedar Grove Hawaii. They were one of the top scorers. The highest scorer withdrew his application. What was attractive to the committee about Cedar Grove was 1) they wanted to take the whole parcel, which saves them the effort to sub-divide; and 2) the main reason why they were selected was they are interested in doing, in addition to livestock feed and their sod operation, they were trying to do an incubator program for some of the goat farmers who are graduating from goat farm. Right now, there’s a gap between the 50 – 40 acres and the 1 acre and what Cedar Grove was proposing was to have some kind of host incubation program within these 511 acres. He’s heard it come up several times during today’s meeting about how do we help the small farmers. These guys are actually proposing to do that for us. Within their operation they want to establish this program. That’s what really drove home the recommendation for the committee. With that he’ll open up for discussion.

Mr. Tabata said his question is will Cedar Grove Hawaii sublease those lots and need to come back to the board for approval?

Mr. Nakamoto said that’s correct. If that is the goal, then they need to come back to the board for approval.

Chair said that Cedar Grove agreed to clear the lots, bring in irrigation water, and compost the lots.

Mr. Tabata said that’s a good deal for the farmers because clearing costs are expensive.

Mr. Nakamoto continued with number 2. The recommendation is to award 234 gross acres or 162 useable acres to Hawaii Sustainable Agricultural Products. Again, the top scorer withdrew his application. The second highest scorer actually applied for multiple areas and was interested in another parcel so that led the committee to Hawaii Sustainable Agricultural Products. They are a group of former researchers from University of Colorado, University of Hawaii and they have a collective of pretty good farmers with a lot of agriculture acumen. They’re proposing to identify some kind of crops for local consumption. And again, just like Cedar Grove they agreed to clear the land, they agreed to develop the water infrastructure and secure the property.
Chair added that this is the group that wanted to utilize solar on the property and they have agreed that they will not develop solar unless it is accessory to their farming.

Mr. Gomes said on recommendation 1 and recommendation 2, you show that there’s useable acres. What would happen to the acreage that they are not using? What would happen to those acres, do they have any plans for that?

Mr. Nakamoto responded that he is not sure if they have any plans for the land. The unusable acres do not have any commercial value for agriculture. It could be classified as untiltillable or unusable lands but that would be up to the lease holder if they would like to propose some other kind of mixed use in some of what they call the Kudzu lands or the gulch areas, not the flat areas. From their perspective, right now it would be classified as untiltillable or non-commercial lands.

Mr. Gomes said he has not seen the land but maybe an option to the farmer or Cedar is to get a livestock operation on those remnant pieces, 200 acres or 100 acres, whatever can forage on it.

Mr. Nakamoto responded, that could be considered. Moving on to recommendation 3: to award 416 acres or 280 useable acres to Ohana Hui Ventures, Inc. This group came up in a previous request on a separate issue. This would be for agricultural land. What was attractive in their proposal was they want to do a lot of community relations and community engagement which has been a big issue for us, especially in this area. This particular parcel is abutting the Whitmore Village neighborhood. Some of the members who have been here can recall some of the issues we have had with encroachments and having people from the neighborhood using the state lands for their own personal benefit whether it was for gambling or farming or whatever. Ohana Hui Ventures came in and said they can work with these farmers and help them. They can engage the community. He thinks besides the agriculture proposal they made, the workforce training, the education and the community engagement was really the selling point for the recommendation.

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser asked if the allowed agricultural activity on this parcel for Ohana Hui Ventures will be agriculture? It’s not going to be mixed-use on this parcel?

Mr. Nakamoto responded this specific parcel would be for agriculture. There is a portion next to NCTAMS, the Naval communications and telecommunications center out there in Whitmore. There is a restricted use easement that doesn’t allow for dwellings or residential units. There are height restrictions, you can’t put cell towers or satellites or things like that. It will be purely agriculture.

Mr. Gomes said I’m not trying to push the livestock industry but the problem he sees is when you have remnant pieces that are not being used it creates invasive species. It also creates a fire fuel load. If we can get animals in there like sheep or goats or cattle or whatever it reduces that threat. You’ve already had fires on Oahu, Maui, and the Big Island. That’s the reason why he’s saying the remnant huge pieces we should try to get some livestock operation in it.

Mr. Nakamoto said recommendation 4 was to award 100 acres to Thomas Law and 100 acres to Tony and Manyvone Law. They’re actually brothers. They both applied for the same parcel. The parcel is about 230 acres. The useable acres are still to be determined but they both agreed to work with each other and share the one water saddle that is connected to our ten-gallon island reservoir. They’re willing to share the parcel and work with each other, so we’re recommending that both get half.

Mr. Manuel said he has a comment on the water sources which are part of the property recommendations. Just a reminder to ADC and the tenants, Oahu is a ground water management area, so any well water use needs to fall within their water use permit allocation. And then, those relying on surface water systems as we’re seeing throughout the state, the sustainability of those sources isn’t always secure into our near future. It’s unknown whether or not those sources will be available mid-century. He just wants to put in that caveat, while we’re supporting agriculture and we want to do that, it’s good to see these tenants will be providing
irrigation infrastructure but the source of water is always a concern and just something to be mindful of as we put lands into production.

Chair asked if there were any other questions or discussion.

Mr. Hong asked to clarify, the Mililani Mauka property, there’s no action on that, do we have a viable applicant at this point?

Mr. Nakamoto stated they were still in the process of interviewing. That particular parcel has some issues with water availability. They want to work through that. The main point of the interviews is that the applicants acknowledge these lands will be issued as is, where is. That they’re aware the responsibility to develop and clear is on them and right now we just want to make sure that whoever is going to take the Mililani parcel is aware of that. We haven’t found the right person. They hope to come back with a recommendation at the next meeting.

Mr. Hong said he thinks it’s fabulous that 4 of the 5 properties have solid recommendations and hopefully we can get these moved to leases and into production as soon as possible.

Chair asked if there was any more discussion.

Mr. Nakamoto stated that this was just for consideration. A vote for approval will be held at a subsequent meeting to approve the recommendations.

Ms. Evans said there is a three-meeting rule in the Sunshine Law that says that an investigative committee’s recommendations cannot be voted on at the same meeting as the recommendations are presented.

Chair acknowledged that we don’t need to take a vote.

Mr. Nakamoto said that’s correct, this just summarized the committee’s recommendations. The committee will come back to the board for approval next meeting. If there are any comments or questions in the meantime, you can either contact Mr. Watanabe, the committee chair, or contact the ADC office.

Chair thanked Mr. Nakamoto and said they will wait for the next meeting.

R. Request for Approval for the Establishment of an Investigative Committee Pursuant to HRS Section 92-2.5(b)(1) and the ADC Bylaws Articles 4, Section 3 to Examine the Auditor’s Recommendations for the Board of Directors

Chair stated that in light of the previous discussions, this will be deferred to the next meeting to decide on putting these committees together on the different topics they have been talking about.

S. Update on Legislative Investigative Committee to, inter alia:

1. follow up on the audit of ADC, Report No. 21-01;
2. examine the recommendations made in those audits; and
3. for purposes of improving the operations and management of ADC, its funds, and any other matters.

Ms. Kaichi said there were two sets of subpoenas duces tecum, which are writs for documents to be produced. The first one was a simple request for all the documents they provided to the legislative auditor’s office. That was easy to comply with because they kept that separated. The second one was substantive; the meat of what the committee wants to know about ADC. It is extensive. They have until September 7th to produce all of these things. They’re providing it to the attorney general’s office, to vet the documents for
confidentiality and to make sure we’re not breaching any privileges, and then they will turn it over to the committee. It’s 26 items, with sub-items, so close to 40 items. It’s all about what we do, our lands, our tenants, our water, all land improvements, and other assets. That’s easy to do, but if you read the entire request it includes information on which lands are vacant, vacancy rates of lands, rent reopening dates, license, permit, right of entry, termination dates; all these sub-categories. Working full-time from now until September 7th we may be able to get as much of these documents as they can find. We may not have all things responsive to the subpoena. Some of these documents don’t exist. They’re probably going to end up working closely with their attorneys who’s going to work closely with the committee to find a way to get this kind of information to them. We don’t have time between now and September 7th to create these different types of documents but maybe they can find a way to provide the information. Maybe a series of summaries that contain information they’re looking for. That’s where we are.

Chair thanked Ms. Kaichi and asked if there were any questions? There were none.

T. Executive Director’s Update

1. Whitmore Project
2. HONU Project

Mr. Nakatani said that in the interest of time the ED’s update was in their board packet. ADC is starting to look at developing the Whitmore parcel. The university helped with master planning. As they get more information, they will share it with the board. The HONU project was very successful; he’s surprisingly pleased with the results. He is available for any questions.

Ms. Evans suggested the board consider going back to monthly meetings rather than every two-months because there’s a lot of work to be done and it’s hard to carve out a five-hour gap in our schedules.

Chair said he sent an email stating the board will be going to monthly meetings starting at the next meeting, September 29th.

Mr. Nakatani said that the board has to bear with ADC staff because there’s a list of things they have to do. It will be very hectic from now till the next meeting. Staff has a lot of the submittals ready to go and he asked the board to bear with them. The office is finally fully staffed, which is 5 and they are trying their best. He agrees with Ms. Evans that meetings should be more often.

Ms. Evans apologized that she did not read Chair’s email.

Chair said in staff’s defense he has been pushing really hard because these meetings are crazy long, so he appreciates everyone tolerating these many hours.

U. Adjourn

Chair called for a motion to adjourn: Ms. Evans / Mr. Watanabe

Hearing none, the motion was approved. Meeting adjourned 1:58 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,

____________________________
Lynette Marushige
ADC Executive Secretary
Considering the evolving COVID-19 situation, protecting the health and welfare of the community is of utmost concern. As such, the meeting was held remotely with Board members, Staff and Applicants, and the Public participating via Zoom meeting venue.

Members Present, virtually:

Frederick Lau, City & County of Honolulu, Chairperson (Chair)
Mary Alice Evans, Designated Representative, DBEDT, Ex-Officio Member (Ms. Evans)
James Gomes, Maui County Member (Mr. Gomes)
Lloyd Haraguchi, Member-At-Large (Mr. Haraguchi)
Glenn Hong, Member-At-Large (Mr. Hong)
Karen Seddon, Member-At-Large (Ms. Seddon)
Phyllis Shimabukuro-Geiser, Chairperson, Board of Agriculture, Ex-Officio Member (Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser)
Lyle Tabata, Kauai County Member (Mr. Tabata)
Warren Watanabe, Member-At-Large (Mr. Watanabe)

Members Not Present

Kevin Hopkins, Hawaii County Member
Kaleo Manuel, Designated Representative, DLNR, Ex-Officio Member

Counsel Present, virtually:

Delanie Prescott-Tate, Deputy Attorney General (Ms. Prescott-Tate)
Jodi Yi, Deputy Attorney General

Staff Present, virtually:

James Nakatani, Executive Director (Mr. Nakatani)
Myra Kaichi, Sr. Executive Assistant (Ms. Kaichi)
Ken Nakamoto, Project Manager (Mr. Nakamoto)
Lyle Roe, Property Manager (Mr. Roe)
Lance Tashima, Administrative Services Officer
Lynette Marushige, Executive Secretary
Mr. Jason Azus-Richardson, IT Specialist (Mr. Azus-Richardson)

Guests Present, virtually:

Thora-Jean Cuaresma (Ms. Cuaresma)
Representative Amy Perruso (Rep. Perruso)

A. Call to Order

Chair called the virtual meeting to order at 9:15 a.m.

B. Roll Call

Chair conducted a roll call of the Board. In accordance with the Governor’s emergency proclamation dated August 5, 2021 related to COVID-19, and emergency rules related to contested cases and the sunshine law,
Chair called the name of each member and asked them to identify anyone present in the room with them, and if so, state his or her name for the record. Chair stated that the roll call served as the roll call vote, and for each subsequent vote, the Chair will ask if there are any objections. If there are no objection the motion will be carried on the same basis as the roll call. Board Members Ms. Evans, Mr. Gomes, Mr. Haraguchi, Mr. Hong, Ms. Seddon, Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser, Mr. Tabata, and Mr. Watanabe acknowledged attendance with no guests present. Mr. Hopkins and Mr. Manuel were excused.

C. Approval of Minutes

Chair deferred approval of the August 25, 2021 virtual meeting minutes to the next meeting to give everyone time to review.

D. Request for Approval to Amend License No. LI-K1001 Issued to Sunrise Capital, Inc. to Withdraw 21.25 Acres, More or Less, of Field 316 in Kekaha, Kauai, Tax Map Key (4) 1-2-002-001 (por)

Motion to approve Agenda Item D: Mr. Tabata / Second: Mr. Haraguchi

Chair asked for comments from the staff: Mr. Roe rested on the written submittal and was available for questions.

Chair asked for comments from the public: None.

Chair asked for comments from the Board: Mr. Gomes stated that on the original 2009 lease there were 433.85 acres and today’s agenda reads 414.85 acres. What happened to the other 19 acres? Mr. Roe responded that was before his time and he’d have to go back and check on that. Mr. Roe noted the difference may be portions of the property were recharacterized from tillable to untillable. He will go back and see what the amendments were that justified changing the numbers.

Mr. Gomes asked if 218.18 acres were non-tillable, what were they doing with this non-tillable land?

Mr. Roe responded he believed the property was recharacterized as untillable because of saltwater inundation that happened in 2018/2019; he would have to go back and check. There were a number of acres that Hartung and Sunrise requested recharacterization because salt water was entering the property and they couldn’t grow anything.

Mr. Gomes asked Mr. Roe to find out and report back. Mr. Roe said he would.

Mr. Gomes asked what the formula was to determine that the untillable land was $1/acre and the tillable land $150/acre.

Mr. Roe responded that was the standard for Kekaha. He believed it was based on an appraisal and the infrastructure fees that KAA assesses. He said he can check on that.

Mr. Gomes said he’d also like to know how long ago the appraisal was done.

Mr. Roe said he would report back on those items also.

Mr. Nakatani said he believed an appraisal was done every 5 years and the $1/acre for the untillable property was something they charge so the tenant will keep that property clean; it prevents the vegetation from growing out of control. If not, then it would be ADC’s responsibility to have it cleaned.
Chair asked if there was any more discussion or objections. Hearing none, the motion was approved.

Vote: Approved, 9-0

E. Request for Approval to Amend License No. LI-K1901 Issued to Hawaii Labor Solutions Inc. to Include 21.25 Acres, More or Less, of Field 316 in Kekaha, Kauai, Tax Map Key (4) 1-2-002-001 (por)

Motion to Approve Agenda Item E: Mr. Tabata / Second: Ms. Evans

Chair asked for comments from the staff: Mr. Roe rested on the written submittal and was available for questions. Mr. Roe noted this is the same property that was just withdrawn from Sunrise and is now being awarded to Hawaii Labor Solutions.

Chair asked for comments from the public: None

Chair asked for comments from the board: Mr. Gomes said looking at the acreage there was 15.16 acres unutiltable. What was the reason it was unutiltable and what were they going to do with the unutiltable land?

Mr. Roe responded that was addressed in the submittal. The acreage was classified as such for that portion of Field 316 at Sunrise’s request because of salt-water inundation. The applicant believed that it may be remediated by bringing in fill and building up the area. Some of that will be dealt with in the soil conservation plan. For now, the request is for approval as is. Applicant will be constructing shade houses for melons that are grown in individual potting bags, so it doesn’t actually utilize the soil.

Chair said that’s correct; if you look at the photo in exhibit B, he already has 5 greenhouses up.

Mr. Gomes asked if they were getting water from reservoir 117 or part of the ditch system?

Mr. Roe responded it was fed by the Kekaha ditch.

Mr. Gomes asked if the reservoir was in compliance with the dam safety inspection?

Mr. Roe responded, it should be, but he could check.

Mr. Nakatani said yes, it is. All the reservoirs on all islands are inspected annually by Dam Safety and brought up to compliance if necessary. There are some being worked on in Kalepa but as far as Kekaha goes, they have been inspected.

Chair asked if there was any more discussion or objections. Hearing none, the motion was approved.

Vote: Approved, 9-0.

F. Request for Approval to Terminate License No. LI-KA1412 Issued to Gerald M. Sanchez for Unit J in Kalepa, Kauai, Tax Map Key (4) 4-2-001-003 (por)

Motion to Approve Agenda Item F: Mr. Watanabe / Second: Mr. Tabata
Chair asked for comments from the staff: Mr. Roe said there were some developments on this agenda item. A notice of default was sent by the department of the attorney general’s office, which gave Mr. Sanchez until September 21 to cure or begin to cure his license breaches. Around September 14, adjacent tenants reported that Mr. Sanchez had begun to clear his fence line along the common element road. Mr. Roe was on Kauai this past weekend while on a personal trip, and he took some time to drive by Mr. Sanchez’s property. Mr. Roe shared photos with the Board that showed areas Mr. Sanchez had cleared.

Mr. Gomes asked why Mr. Sanchez started to clean the property knowing his license was about to be terminated.

Mr. Roe stated he believes Mr. Sanchez wants to keep the land and noted the license and the notice of default include the language, “cure or begin to cure.” He believes Mr. Sanchez was beginning to cure. Mr. Sanchez was nearly current on his rental arrearage, which he paid before the default notice was sent out.

Mr. Gomes noted that the investigation has been from 2014 through 2019 and it seems the land was in very bad shape. He thinks action should have been taken sooner. Is there any policy or requirement that Mr. Sanchez needed to report back to the ADC or the board to say what he’s done to the property?

Mr. Roe said the notice of default asked Mr. Sanchez to call him. He has received no communication from Mr. Sanchez except the check that came in for payment. Any news about the property has come from other tenants or what Mr. Roe observed himself. ADC is attempting to deal with it now; this was one of the things given to him to take care of when he started in January 2020.

Mr. Gomes said if there isn’t a policy, they should create one. If Mr. Sanchez leaves who will be responsible for the cleanup?

Mr. Roe said he is working on a policy with their attorney and the policy committee. He believes the property should be returned to ADC in the same condition as when he acquired it. But he will check with the attorney.

Mr. Nakatani stated that letters were sent to Mr. Sanchez in the past regarding the default that goes back to when Green Energy was to take out the albizia trees. At one time the land was pretty clear and then the trees started growing back. Mr. Sanchez has gone back and forth with staff; it’s not like nothing was done. He can provide a timeline of what ADC has done.

Mr. Gomes suggested that in the future they use a drone to take aerial photos of the property prior to the tenant occupying the land and then take periodic photos documenting the property maintenance. For whatever reason the tenant can’t maintain the property, ADC should address it right away.

Chair stated that this will be done through the policies committee. He asked Ms. Prescott-Tate if there was a problem terminating this lease if Mr. Sanchez started the clearing on September 14.

Ms. Prescott-Tate said she thinks it falls into the category of too little too late.

Chair asked Mr. Roe if Mr. Sanchez had joined the Kalepa Koalition, which was part of his licensing agreement.

Mr. Roe stated he had not. He also stated that he received a delinquency policy from Ms. Prescott-Tate, and they will be working together to include default. After that it will go to the policy committee.
Chair asked for comments from the public:  None.

Mr. Roe said he just wanted to say that Mr. Sanchez has begun to cure the default, but he will defer to Ms. Prescott-Tate on whether to proceed with termination, or if this matter should be deferred to the next meeting.  His concern was that Mr. Sanchez was doing just enough to forestall termination.

Ms. Prescott-Tate said it would be a board decision.  If the board wants to defer for a month to contact Mr. Sanchez, telling him we noticed a small improvement.  But he still hasn’t joined the Kalepa Koalition.

Mr. Gomes said Mr. Sanchez has had more than enough time to join the coalition and to cure the issues on the property.  Looking at the current condition of the property his recommendation is to terminate.

Chair said they either have to take a vote or amend the motion.

Mr. Watanabe said he agrees with Mr. Gomes.  This has been going on for years.

Mr. Roe had a quick question for Ms. Prescott-Tate.  He said Mr. Sanchez was not present at this meeting. He sent Mr. Sanchez information about joining the meeting but did not receive a response from him.

Ms. Prescott-Tate said he was given the opportunity to attend but he did not take that opportunity.

Mr. Hong asked if the notice for termination was sent certified mail and if the board moves toward termination, legally, does ADC just cut him off or is there further notice requirement that needs to be conducted?

Ms. Prescott-Tate said she believes the Notice of Default was sent by certified mail.

Mr. Gomes said he thinks that is the State’s protocol to send certified mail.

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser noted the submission says via certified mail, return receipt requested.

Mr. Roe also noted the tracking code was included on the exhibit.

Mr. Hong said he just wants to make sure that there wasn’t some loophole where he can deny the termination.

Ms. Prescott-Tate said that he can request an administrative hearing or reconsideration.

Mr. Gomes remarked that if it is similar to DLNR hearings, Mr. Sanchez can request for a contested case hearing; he has 10 days to provide a written request.

Chair asked if there was any more discussion or objections.  Hearing none, the motion was approved.

Vote: Approved, 9-0

G.  Request for Approval to Amend License No. LI-KA1811 Issued to Tiansheng Lin to Include 12 Acres, More or Less, of Unit HSPA 3 in Kalepa, Kauai, Tax Map Key (4) 3-9-002-001 (por)

Motion to approve Agenda Item G:  Ms. Evans / Second:  Mr. Hong
Chair asked for comments from the staff: Mr. Roe rested on the written submittal and was available for questions.

Chair asked for comments from the public: None.

Mr. Gomes asked Mr. Roe, the base rent on the other submittals was $150 per acre per year tillable; why is this one $100 per acre?

Mr. Roe responded the amount was based on an appraisal and consideration of the fees they would pay to the Kalepa Koalition for the repair and maintenance of the common element road and gates.

Mr. Hong said the “subject” line of the submittal states it is 12 acres more or less, and then the “area” line has 9 acres more or less. Which is correct?

Mr. Roe apologized and said it was an error. The area is 12 acres. 9 is untillable, it’s overgrown, some gulch, forested. 3 acres are tillable. 3 acres are what will be available of the remaining portion of HSPA 3.

Mr. Hong said if base rental rate is $900, that would be $100 per 9 acres. How is the $900 reconciled if only 3 acres are tillable?

Mr. Roe said they currently have 2 acres of HSPA 2, and 7 acres of HSPA 3; so together that’s the 9 acres at $100 an acre that’s $900 a year. Currently nothing is untillable. If this request is approved, 9 acres are untillable. The annual rent is what we’re charging right now, not what it will be. He said the 2 acres from HSPA 2 and the 7 acres of what they already have of HSPA 3. HSPA total is 19 acres.

Mr. Hong asked if Mr. Roe could recalculate the numbers. He doesn’t see the dollar amount for the untillable land.

Mr. Roe said currently there is no untillable land. If the Board approves this request, there will be 9 acres of untillable land.

Mr. Hong said of the acreage, two are untillable?

Mr. Roe responded, three.

Mr. Hong said so there will be an additional $300 on top of the $900?

Mr. Roe answered yes, plus the $9 for untillable land. The last page of the submittal shows the additional $309 if the Board approves the request.

Mr. Gomes asked, in Exhibit B there is a picture of a row of compost trees. Are they planning to have it compost down?

Mr. Roe stated he believes they are using it as a security berm. They currently have fences built, but plan to keep those there to prevent unauthorized access to the property.

Mr. Gomes asked if they have to follow any specs or criteria for boundary fences, such as type of wire, spacing of posts?

Mr. Roe responded none that he is aware of.
Mr. Gomes said maybe that was something the policy committee could look at.

Chair asked if there was any more discussion or objection. Hearing none, the motion was approved.

Vote: Approved 9-0.

H. Request for Approval to Issue License to Hawaii Golden Farm, Inc. for 182 Acres, More or Less, of Unit A-1 in Kalepa, Kauai, Tax Map Key (4) 3-9-002-002 (por)

Motion to Approve Agenda Item H: Mr. Haraguchi / Second: Mr. Watanabe

Chair asked for comments from the staff: Mr. Roe rested on the written submittal and was available for questions.

Mr. Tabata asked if the A-1 section was going to merge with section A that was discussed at the last meeting?

Mr. Roe said they would like to merge them but that can’t be done right now. At the last meeting the Board approved a 10-year license for section A. This parcel is for orchard crops. A 35-year lease is more appropriate. Merging the properties will have to be by amendment.

Chair asked for comments from the public: None.

Ms. Shimabukuro-Geiser noted for the record that Hawaii Golden Farms was a recipient of a Department of Agriculture recovery grant.

Mr. Roe noted an error on page 2 of the submittal, first full paragraph, line 6, should say August 2021 not September 2021.

Chair asked if there was any more discussion or objections. Hearing none, the motion was approved.

Vote: Approved 9-0.

I. Request for Approval to Issue Land Licenses in Central Oahu Pursuant to the ADC Tenant Review and Recommendation Committee’s Selections

Motion to Approve Agenda Item I: Mr. Watanabe / Second: Mr. Hong

Chair asked for comments from the staff: Mr. Nakamoto said they were seeking to adopt 4 recommendations for approximately 1,057 acres of vacant agricultural lands. First recommendation was to award 511 gross acres to Cedar Grove Hawaii; second recommendation was to award 234 gross acres to Hawaii Sustainable Agricultural Products, LLC; third recommendation was to award 416 acres to Ohana Hui Ventures Inc., and the fourth recommendation was to award 100 acres to Thomas Law and 100 acres to Tony and Manyvone Law. ADC has one more area of land they are in the process of deciding on a recommendation. He was available for questions.

Chair asked for comments from the public: Mr. Azus-Richardson stated a member of the pubic had comments. Mr. Azus-Richardson called Ms. Cuaresma to come forward and state her name and organization.
Ms. Cuaresma joined the virtual meeting and introduced herself. Ms. Cuaresma asked if any of the parcels being leased were part of the land that was burned in Whitmore?

Mr. Nakamoto responded yes, it does include the parcel across from Poamoho camp, which was being awarded to Thomas and Tony Law.

Ms. Cuaresma asked if the parcels were cleared by EPA and DOH because she assumed, with the number of cars that were burned, there must be some kind of liquid leaking into the ground.

Mr. Nakamoto said that ADC was in contact with DOH and plans to procure services to have the vehicles removed. Approximately 5 of the 230 acres were affected. Most of the burned property was in the gulch area where they would not be doing commercial farming.

Ms. Cuaresma asked what’s going to happen when these lessees go in and find that there are more vehicles that haven’t been burned. The fire only brought out the number of vehicles in that portion. Last night there were still people entering the property and dumping cars. HPD has been called and still nothing has been done about it. Her concern was that the leases will be handed out and these new people will not realize how many vehicles or how much remediation work needs to be done before the land can be put into production.

Mr. Nakamoto stated they had meetings with the licensees prior to making the recommendation. The licensees know there will be some remediation and clean up. Mr. Nakamoto remarked that the entrance across of Greenwell, which was the only known access point for vehicles, had been blocked on Monday so he’s not sure how they are getting onto the property, but he will look into it.

Ms. Cuaresma said that would be good. Go by Poamoho by the bridge, they have been moving the black curtains and entering at night. Many community members were affected by that fire. The concern was the area needs to be cleaned. All the gas, power steering fluid, transmission fluid has already leaked into the ground. She doesn’t want to go 5-years into the lease and the lessees say they weren’t able to put the land into production because of all the liquids that were in the ground. The ground once fed the town. You cannot say that the land isn’t good. It hasn’t been taken care of. That’s the only reason the land is not good now. The lessees need to be told again. She heard EPA and DOH already having concerns about this property.

Mr. Nakamoto stated they are in discussion with DOH.

Ms. Cuaresma said she’s not concerned with DOH, she’s concerned about EPA. EPA will do a more thorough investigation of the property than DOH will. She saw Carroll Cox by the property and she’s sure bells are going to be rung anyway. ADC is not set up to manage land. They need to manage the land, so the community thrives again. They have had generations of families that have been fed by this agricultural land and the fact that ADC has not been able to manage it is really heartbreaking for the community. It continues behind Helemano Elementary, behind the kupuna housing in Whitmore Circle. There are hundreds still on ADC lands and it breaks her heart to know that her uncle gave 42 years of his life to help that community thrive and now after just 34 years, that land that once was nutrient, hearty, agricultural land was not being given the opportunity to do that because of the lack of management. She thanked them very much for their time, that’s all she had to say.

Chair asked for comments from the public: Mr. Azus-Richardson stated a member of the public had comments. Mr. Azus-Richardson called Rep. Perruso forward and asked her to state her name and organization.
Rep. Perruso joined the virtual meeting and introduced herself. She asked about the fire and said she understands there was suspicion of arson, and asked if there was an arson investigation? She also asked what assurances ADC was providing to the licensees around security? Are the lessees expected to secure the property themselves given the history of illegal activity?

Mr. Nakamoto thanked Rep. Perruso for the question. The investigation was ongoing. He’s in contact with the fire chief and HPD. Yes, the lessee will have to secure their area.

Rep. Perruso said she may have more information on that and offered to speak with Mr. Nakamoto about the investigation offline.

Chair asked if there was anyone else from the public? There was none.

Mr. Gomes said that in lands that are vacant like this, when once they were a thriving agricultural entity producing food and because of one thing or another we are not able to have a good licensee on the property, his point is if there are no crops to put animals on the property to keep the fuel load down. It will deter people from putting derelict cars or trespassing because someone is using the property.

Chair asked if there was any more discussion or objections. Hearing none, the motion was approved.

Vote: Approved, 9-0

Mr. Hong thanked the tenant review committee for all the hard work. There was a lot of work that was done, processing, putting out notices, looking at submissions, looking at all the acreage and then talking with all the applicants, trying to get these properties into licenses and hopefully production in the next year. He wanted to commend the committee.

Chair called for a recess at 10:07 a.m. The meeting resumed at 10:17 a.m.

J. Update on Legislative Investigative Committee to, inter alia:
   1. follow up on the audit of ADC, Report No. 21-01;
   2. examine the recommendations made in those audits; and
   3. for purposes of improving the operations and management of ADC, its funds, and any other matters

Mr. Nakatani stated he sent the members the link to the Legislative hearings both the HDOA Chair’s and ADC’s. The hearings are ongoing, they went through the first round. There was another hearing this morning. Deputy AG Jodi Yi attended and will get information on what other documents they are requiring from ADC. Let him know if anybody didn’t get the link. They did a 45-minute presentation to the Legislature then Ms. Kaichi spoke about the audit recommendations for about 15 minutes. They had a good 2-hour discussion with the committee members. He asked if there were any questions? There were none.

Chair asked for comments from the public: Mr. Azus-Richardson stated a member of the public had comments. Mr. Azus-Richardson called Rep. Perruso forward.

Rep. Perruso said she raised her hand prior to the approval of the last agenda item regarding licenses. She stated that with Mr. Nakamoto’s comment about the licensee being responsible for security of the parcel, she wondered if ADC was willing to provide any kind of management support? There is clearly a pattern of illegal activity in that area; there are encampments, and so on. She’s worried about individual farmers taking on that responsibility. How was that going to be handled?
Chair said the Board was in discussions about that and he believes it will be brought up. That would be for the tenant review committee’s discussions.

Mr. Nakamoto thanked Rep. Perruso for the question. He responded, yes, it is too much for one farmer, but the parcel is actually going to two farmers. ADC still provides roving security. The security patrol in the Whitmore area is focusing on this specific area. They will be working with the farmers and helping them to secure the perimeters.

Chair said additionally they have asked HPD to do a sweep of the area.

Mr. Nakamoto confirmed that. They also work with the Wahiawa community policing team. They do routine inspections of the area.

Rep. Perruso offered to dialog with her office about this and theft on Ag land. She said this was a topic in previous legislative sessions, and she hoped it will be introduced again this session. She would like to talk with ADC stakeholders to see what measures would be useful for them.

Chair and Mr. Nakamoto thanked Rep. Perruso.

Chair asked if there were anymore comments. Mr. Azus-Richardson said there appeared to be, but after waiting several minutes the person did not join the meeting.

K. Executive Director’s Update

Mr. Nakatani stated that he wanted to inform the board about an executive decision that was made regarding rent credit to Dole for janitorial services at the Whitmore office. ADC tried to obtain janitorial services through the procurement process. Due to procurement complications, they asked Dole if they could continue to provide the service. An agreement was made with Dole that turned out to be the less expensive route. Hopefully this is something they can resolve next year. The executive decision was made because they didn’t think it was fair to have Mr. Roe do custodial work at the Whitmore office.

Chair asked if there were any questions.

Mr. Gomes asked if you have a property manager that cleaned and maintained the bathroom, was Mr. Roe ever compensated for his out-of-pocket expenses?

Mr. Nakatani stated he didn’t believe so, but the real concern was the employee’s health and safety due to COVID. That’s why they made an executive decision to hire custodial services.

Mr. Roe stated he did not seek compensation because it was not a big expense.

Mr. Gomes asked if Dole also had an office there?

Mr. Nakatani said it’s Dole property, but it’s ADC’s portion of the building. ADC should take care of it. In the beginning, Dole took care of the cleaning out of the goodness of their heart. But times changed and it became ADC’s responsibility. For now, they can do rent credits so that Dole can provide the service.

Mr. Gomes asked if he could ask a question on Item J. Chair permitted the question.
Mr. Gomes asked what the status was on the recommendations of the audit? Is ADC in compliance? What has not been resolved yet as far as the questions from the auditor?

Mr. Nakatani said he can send the matrix of what ADC accomplished in the short term. He said that they are working on it and they are making headway. For the staff, at the last meeting they just approved the goals and objectives and so that’s the starting point. They’ve done more than that. The biggest thing is to get some kind of electronic data base to see how they can manage the accounts; that was sent out for procurement. Hopefully they will receive a response by next month. It will be costly, but it will help the operations of the office immensely.

Mr. Gomes agreed it is good to get all the help necessary. They need to be transparent as much as possible and do the job that’s required.

Chair stated on that note, there were five-line items that the board was to respond to on the auditor’s recommendations. He would like to put a small committee together to address those concerns in the October meeting.

L. Adjourn

Chair called for a motion to adjourn: Mr. Gomes / Second: Mr. Watanabe.

Chair said the next meeting was set for October 27, 2021.

Hearing no objection, the motion was approved. Meeting adjourned at 10:37 a.m.

Respectfully Submitted,

Lynette H. Marushige
Secretary
November 10, 2021

Subject: Request to Reconsider the Termination of License No. LI-KA1412, Issued to Gerald M. Sanchez

Licensee: Gerald M. Sanchez

Authority: Section 163D-(a)(5), Hawaii Revised Statutes

Area: 160 Acres, more or less

Field No(s).: Unit J

Tax Map Key: (4) 4-2-001-003

Land Status: Set Aside by the Governor’s Executive Order Nos. 4328 and 4401 to the Agribusiness Development Corporation for Agricultural Purposes

Trust Land Status: Section 5(b) lands of the Hawaii Admission Act

DHHL 30% entitlement lands pursuant to the Hawaii State Constitution? Yes

Character of Use: Pastural

Land Doc. Type: License

Term: 35 years (currently in year 6)

Rental Rate: $30.75 per acre per year

Annual Rent: $4,920

BACKGROUND:

The Department of Land and Natural Resources issued Revocable Permit No. S-7457 to Gerald M. Sanchez (“Licensee”) on November 1, 2010 for 160 acres, more or less, of Unit J (“Premises”) (see “Exhibit A”) for the purpose of grazing cattle. In August 2010, Executive Orders 4328 and 4401 set aside approximately 6,000 acres in Kalepa, Kauai, which include Unit J, to the Agribusiness Development Corporation (“ADC”) for agricultural purposes. Licensee’s tenancy with ADC remained in holdover status until December 1, 2014 when ADC and Licensee executed License No. LI-KA1412 (the “License”) for the
Premises.

In 2010, Licensee initially made certain improvements to the Premises such as land clearing and fence installation. An inspection in August 2012, noted that since the initial improvements, the Premises remained in “…fair condition with an Albizia stand of trees which Green Energy Team (“GET”) will harvest eventually.” At that time, Licensee maintained approximately 30 head of cattle. However, subsequent inspections in 2014, 2017, and 2019 revealed non-use and increasing weed and tree growth including Albizia trees, African tulip, guava, lantana, Isenberg bush, fern, and various noxious weeds. A recent inspection on January 11, 2021 revealed abandoned vehicles and equipment, and the Premises so overgrown that the interior couldn’t be accessed and had to be verified by drone. Licensee’s utilization plan notes “Project to be 100% developed in 5 years”, or by December 1, 2019.

In September 2011, Licensee granted Green Energy Team, LLC (“GET”) “Consent to Enter” (“Agreement”) for the purpose of harvesting Albizia trees on the Premises. GET eventually harvested the trees and left the stumps. Disagreement between the parties arose over who was responsible for removing the stumps. Subsequently, both parties stopped communicating. Presently, the stumps remain, and the land continues to deteriorate due to lack of use and lack of care.

In recent years, Licensee has only paid sporadic rent and has accrued an approximate arrearage of $14,100.00 as of April 21, 2021. Additionally, Licensee has neither joined Kalepa Koalition or executed any written agreement with them, per the terms of the License.

At their meeting on April 28, 2021, the ADC Board approved the referral of the License to the Department of the Attorney General (“DAG”). On June 16, 2021, ADC received a check from the Licensee in the amount of $18,285.92 which brought his account fairly current. Following confirmation of the payment deposit¹, on July 23, 2021, DAG issued a “Notice of Default & Demand” to the Licensee for his remaining license breaches. Pursuant to the terms of the License, Licensee had 60 days to cure, or begin to cure, the default. That 60-days to cure expired on September 21, 2021.

At their meeting on September 29, 2021, the ADC Board approved the termination of the License. However, notification of the meeting to the Licensee was made via US Postal Service regular mail and staff had no confirmation that Licensee received the notice. Subsequently, DAG transmitted “Notice of License Termination and Opportunity to Apply for Reconsideration” (see “Exhibit B”) on October 5, 2021 via certified mail (return receipt requested). Staff received a phone call from Mr. Sanchez on October 21 requesting reconsideration.

¹ License Agreement No. LI-KA1412 (para. 19): “Acceptance of Rent Not a Waiver. The acceptance of rent by LICENSOR shall not be deemed a waiver of any breach by LICENSEE or any term, covenant, or condition of this license, of LICENSOR’s right to re-entry for breach of covenant, or of LICENSOR’s right to declare and enforce a forfeiture for any breach; and the failure of LICENSOR to insist upon strict performance of any term, covenant, or condition, or to exercise any option conferred herein, shall not be construed as a waiver or relinquishment of any such term, covenant, condition, or option.”
DISCUSSION:

Pursuant to a verbal request by Licensee for reconsideration, staff included this item to the agenda in order to provide Mr. Sanchez the opportunity to address the Board and speak on his own behalf.

RECOMMENDATION:

Based on Licensee's limited progress in clearing the land, and, as of this writing, failure to address any of the remaining concerns, including executing an agreement with Kalepa Koalition and payment of past dues and fees, staff recommends that the Board confirm and uphold the earlier termination of the License.

Respectfully submitted,

James J. Nakatani
Executive Director
EXHIBIT B

“Notice of License Termination and Opportunity to Apply for Reconsideration” [see following 3 pages]
VIA CERTIFIED MAIL, RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
7019 2280 0000 2201 8583

Mr. Gerald M. Sanchez

RE: License Agreement No. LI-KA1412 effective December 1, 2014 (License) by and between the State of Hawaii, Agribusiness Development Corporation (ADC or Licensor) and Gerald M. Sanchez (Licensee) for Unit J, TMK Numbers (4) 3-09-001:002 (por.), (4) 3-09-002:001 (por.), :009, and :020, and (4) 4-02-001:003 (por.) containing 160 acres, more or less (Premises)

NOTICE OF LICENSE TERMINATION AND OPPORTUNITY TO APPLY FOR RECONSIDERATION

Dear Mr. Sanchez:

Pursuant to letter dated July 23, 2021 (delivered July 26, 2021), you were advised that you are in breach of the above-referenced License.

Specifically, you were given until September 21, 2021 to cure the following breaches:

1. ADC staff has documented more than 5 years of non-performance including overgrown, undeveloped, and unused Premises. This is a violation of paragraph 9 of the License, which states "LICENSEE shall utilize and develop the Premises in accordance with LICENSEE's... land utilization plan", which required the project to be 100% developed within 5 years of the December 1, 2014 effective date.

2. ADC staff has documented your failure to keep the premises in a sanitary condition, which includes the overgrowth of trees, weeds and grass. This is a violation of paragraph 12 of the License, which states "LICENSEE shall keep the Premises and improvements in a strictly clean, sanitary, and
orderly condition and shall . . . cut, remove, or otherwise control weeds and grass[.]” ADC staff recently documented a minimal attempt to control weeds and grass.

3. ADC staff documented several abandoned vehicles on the Premises. This is a violation of paragraph 55 of the License, which states “LICENSEE shall take all steps necessary to prevent the placing or storing of abandoned vehicles within the Premises.”

4. ADC staff documented well over 4 months of inactivity on the Premises. This is a violation of paragraph 31 of the License, which states “[i]f . . . LICENSEE abandons or ceases to use the Premises for a period of four (4) or more consecutive months, LICENSOR shall have the right to terminate this License Agreement.” Paragraph 8 of the License states that the “LICENSEE shall use the Premises solely for pastoral purposes[.]” No pastoral activity has occurred on the Premises for well over 4 months.

5. ADC staff documented your failure to join or become a member of Kalepa Koalition, nor have you provided ADC with a fully executed copy of the agreement between the LICENSEE and the Kalepa Koalition relating to LICENSEE’s responsibilities on common infrastructure maintenance and all other assessments required by the Kalepa Koalition. This is a violation of paragraph 69 of the License.

6. Paragraphs 1 and 29 of the License agreement provide you with the opportunity, upon good cause shown, to ask for additional time beyond the time specified in the License agreement, to comply, observe, and perform any of the terms, conditions, and covenants contained in the License. ADC notes that you have not requested an extension of time to comply with the License terms.

Please be advised that at the September 29, 2021 duly noticed meeting of the ADC Board of Directors (Board), your failure to cure the breaches identified in the July 23, 2021 letter was brought to the attention of the Board. A letter dated September 23, 2021 was sent to the address listed above via United States Postal Service advising you of the meeting date and time. Your absence from the meeting was noted by the Board. After lengthy discussions, the Board unanimously voted to terminate the License.

HOWEVER, the Board may reconsider the pending termination and requests your attendance at the next virtual board meeting presently scheduled for Wednesday, October 27, 2021 at 9 A.M. The basis of this reconsideration is the recently documented minimal attempt to control weeds and grass on the Premises. The Board would like to provide you with the opportunity to show good cause why the License should not be terminated. The Board reminds you that to avoid License termination any attempt to cure any breach must diligently continue for 60 days.

Please contact Lyle Roe at (808) 622-6696 or via email at lyle.t.roe@hawaii.gov to confirm.
attendance at the October 27, 2021 Board Meeting. In addition to contacting Mr. Roe, you may also send a letter detailing your efforts and a time-line to cure any non-compliance to:

Agribusiness Development Corporation
Board of Directors
235 S. Beretania Street, Room 205
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Any correspondence must be received by October 20, 2021. Your immediate attention to this matter is strongly urged and greatly appreciated.

Failure to avail yourself of this opportunity for reconsideration will result in legal action to terminate the license, and recover the amounts due to the Kalepa Koalition, attorneys' fees, service charges, expenses, and costs.

Sincerely yours,

Delanie D. Prescott-Tate
Deputy Attorney General
State of Hawaii

c: Kalepa Koalition
File
November 10, 2021

Subject: Request for Approval to Refer License No. LI-PU1809 Issued to K & L Produce LLC to the Department of the Attorney General for Possible Legal Action

Licensee: K & L Produce LLC

Authority: Section 163D-(a)(5), Hawaii Revised Statutes

Area: 136.6 Acres, More or Less

Field No(s.): N/A

Tax Map Key: (1) 6-5-005:009 (por)

Land Status: Acquired in Fee by the Agribusiness Development Corporation in 2017

Trust Land Status: Section 5(b) lands of the Hawaii Admission Act

DHHL 30% entitlement lands pursuant to the Hawaii State Constitution? No

Character of Use: Agricultural

Land Doc. Type: License

Term: 3 years (currently in year 3)
Scheduled Expiration: March 14, 2022

Rental Rate: $200 per Acre per Year
Annual Rent: $27,320

BACKGROUND:

The Agribusiness Development Corporation (ADC) acquired 434.188 acres of real property located at Waialua, Oahu in 2017, which included a 136.6-acre portion of land which K & L Produce LLC (“Licensee”) had been farming under a license from Dole Food Company (“Dole) since 2010. Mr. Kevi Lovan and his family own and operate K & L
Produce LLC, a Hawaii domestic limited liability company, which currently farms on a total of 193 acres in Waialua, part of which includes the subject premises. The farm grows and harvests banana, eggplant, okra, cucumber, bitter melon, pumpkin, cherry tomatoes, long beans, squash, wing beans, and sundry other crops.

Following the purchase of the property from Dole, ADC offered the Licensee the right of first refusal, after which ADC issued License Agreement No. LI-PU1809 effective March 15, 2019 (“License”) for a three year term. Prior to issuance of the License, ADC staff noticed numerous loose dogs, abandoned vehicles, and unpermitted structures throughout the property. However, the overall condition of the premises was fair and a majority of the subject area was in production.

On September 2, 2021, Licensee was given notice that ADC did not have a current copy of a certificate of insurance for their policy of commercial general liability insurance. Following a series of more than 10 emails and phone calls requesting a certificate that meets the terms of the License, Licensee has, as of this writing, failed to produce such a certificate. On October 20, 2021, staff conducted an inspection of the premises and noted significant deficiencies including open pesticide containers, no conservation plan, unapproved structures, animals and un-permitted livestock, the general unkept and unsanitary condition and abandoned vehicles on the premises (see “Exhibit C”). A “Notice of Violation & Demand for Remediation” (“Notice”) was sent on October 25, 2021 (see “Exhibit B”) giving the Licensee 30 days to remediate the violations, which deadline is November 24, 2021.

STAFF REQUEST:

Staff requests the conditional referral of the License to the Department of the Attorney General (“Attorney General”) for possible legal action, subsequent to a scheduled follow-up inspection of the premises on November 29, 2021 at 10:00 a.m. to verify remediation of the concerns enumerated in the Notice. If staff’s request is approved by the Board and the noticed concerns are not substantially addressed and remediated by the follow-up inspection, the License will be referred to the Attorney General and a “Notice of Default & Demand” will be issued.

WATER NEEDS AND SOURCE OF WATER:

Tenant has secured access to water via the Wahiawa Ditch system through an agreement with Dole.

CONCLUSION:

Given the violations noted above and the lack of progress, indeed even lack of communication, regarding the failure to provide a certificate of insurance, staff believes that approval of the request is warranted. At this time, there is no impact to rental income. However, should the Board’s action on this matter lead to eventual termination or non-renewal of the License, this action could represent an annual loss of $27,320 in rental income.
RECOMMENDATION:

Staff recommends that License No. LI-PU1809 Issued to K & L Produce LLC be conditionally referred to the Department of the Attorney General for possible legal action, subject to the findings of the follow-up inspection on November 29, 2021.

Respectfully submitted,

[Signature]

James J. Nakatani
Executive Director
EXHIBIT A
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EXHIBIT B

"Notice of Violation & Demand for Remediation" [see following pages 1-2]
Mr. Kevi Lovan
K & L Produce LLC

RE: Inspection of Premises Under License No. LI-PU1809 Effective March 15, 2019 (the “License”) By and Between the State of Hawaii, Agribusiness Development Corporation (“Licensor”) and K & L Produce LLC (“Licensee”) for 136.6 Acres, More or Less, Located within TMK (1) 6-5-005:002 (“Premises”)

NOTICE OF VIOLATION & DEMAND FOR REMEDIATION

Dear Mr. Lovan:

Pursuant to the recent inspection of your above-referenced Premises on October 20, 2021, this letter is written notice of the inspection findings as follows:

1. Licensee has, to date, failed to furnish Licensor with a certificate showing procurement and maintenance of a policy of commercial general liability insurance pursuant to paragraph 23 of the License; and

2. Licensee has, to date, failed to submit an approved soil conservation plan to Licensor pursuant to paragraph 12 and 68 of the License; and

3. Licensor’s staff documented multiple junk and abandoned vehicles on the premises which are prohibited pursuant to paragraph 56 of the License; and

4. Licensor’s staff documented multiple instances of pesticide containers strewn about the property, including one large depository full, partially full, and empty containers in violation of paragraph 43, 44 and 45 of the License; and
5. Licensor’s staff documented instances of dirt, trash, and debris that had been pushed into drainage ditches in violation of paragraph 13 and 47 of the License; and

6. Licensor’s staff documented livestock on the property in violation of paragraph 8 of the License and Licensee’s Utilization Plan.

This letter serves as notice of documented violations of the terms and conditions of the License to the Licensee, and notice that the above breaches and concerns must be addressed and cured within 30 days of the date of this letter.

If Licensee does not fully cure the above breaches within the specified time, then the Licensor may, at its option, refer the License to the Department of the Attorney General for possible legal action and take any subsequent action under the License without further notice to you.

Licensee may be obligated to pay for any costs and attorney’s fees incurred by Licensor. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to be a waiver, modification, or release of any rights or remedies of Licensor under the License or otherwise, all of which remedies are hereby expressly reserved.

Please note that the License terminates effective March 14, 2022. Based on the forgoing and the serious nature thereof, Licensor’s Board of Directors may not be inclined to renew the License.

Lastly, a follow-up inspection of the Premises is scheduled for **November 29, 2021 at 10:00 a.m.** Please have the farm open and accessible, and you or a designee available to join me who can make any areas accessible which may be locked.

Please contact Lyle Roe at (808) 622-6696 if you have any questions or wish to discuss your specific plans and options to remedy the above. I urge your immediate attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

James J. Nakatani
Executive Director

c: Delanie Prescott-Tate, Deputy Attorney General
Tenant File
EXHIBIT C

Photos of the Premises
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Subject: Request for Approval for Amend License Agreement No. LI-PU1807 Issued to George Rapoza to Include Margaret Bush as a Joint Licensee

Licensee: George Rapoza

Authority: Section 163D-(a)(5), Hawaii Revised Statutes

Area: 19.75 Acres, More or Less

Field No(s): N/A

Tax Map Key: (1) 6-5-005:002 (por)

Land Status: Acquired in fee by the Agribusiness Development Corporation in 2017

Trust Land Status: Section 5(b) lands of the Hawaii Admission Act

DHHL 30% entitlement lands pursuant to the Hawaii State Constitution: No

Character of Use: Ranching

Land Doc. Type: License

Term: 10 years (currently in year 4)

Rental Rate: $60 per Acre per Year

Annual Rent: $1,185

BACKGROUND:

The Agribusiness Development Corporation (ADC) acquired 434.188 acres of real property located at Waialua, Oahu in 2017, which included a 19.75 portion of land which Mr. George Rapoza (“Licensee”) has been ranching under a license from Dole Food Company (“Dole”) since 1997. Licensee and his family owns and operates JR’s Ranch LLC a Hawaii domestic limited liability company, and is currently housing 10 horses and
operates their own equipment to clear and maintain their area.

During an inspection of the area, the premises was clean and clear of weeds and brush due to proper and regular maintenance. When the Licensee first started 20 years ago, the land was used as a rubbish dump. At his own expense, Licensee removed tons of trash (abandoned vehicles, tires, household trash, washers, water heaters, etc.) and has transformed the area into a working ranch. In addition to the cleanup, the Licensee began regular patrols of the area which reduced trespassing, drug use and distribution, and illegal dumping in the area.

Following the purchase of the property from Dole, ADC offered the Licensee the right of first refusal, after which ADC issued License Agreement No. LI-PU1807 effective August 16, 2018 (“License”) for a ten year term. Prior to the issuance of the License, ADC staff noted the overall clean and sanitary condition of the property.

Licensee is currently assisted in the management of the ranch by his long-time ranch manager, Margaret M. Bush (“Ms. Bush”). Recently, Ms. Bush has increasingly taken on more and more responsibilities for the operation and has been investing some of her own resources. In recognition of her contributions and to formalize her relationship to the ranch, Licensee believes it is appropriate to include Ms. Bush as a joint-licensee.

**LAND REQUEST:**

Licensee requests that Margaret M. Bush be added to the License as joint-Licensee.

**WATER NEEDS AND SOURCE OF WATER:**

Licensee does not need access to irrigation water. Water for the horses is trucked in.

**OPERATIONAL PLAN:**

Licensee plans to continue the ranching operation with some modification to the pasture layout (see “Exhibit C”).

**CONSERVATION PLAN:**

Current land use does not require the development of a soil conservation plan.

**CONCLUSION:**

Ms. Bush is a citizen of the United States and a long-time resident of the State of Hawaii with more than 15 years of ranching experience. She submitted her land application as well as tax returns for 2018, 2019, and 2020 and is fully compliant. Staff believes granting the Licensee’s request is prudent. For purposes of financial impact, this request is budget neutral.
RECOMMENDATION:

Staff recommends that the Board approve amending License Agreement No. LI-PU1807 issued to George Rapoza to include Margaret M. Bush as a joint licensee.

Respectfully submitted,

[Signature]

James J. Nakatani
Executive Director
Map
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Land Utilization Plan

[see following un-numbered pages 1 – 2]
Summary of the Pasture

The overall purpose and use of the agricultural land in Pa'alachakai is to have paddocks for grazing horses as well as training horses. We also have a purpose of educating the youth and adults in caring for large animals such as horses and proper riding skills and techniques. We want to teach the people about the horses to make sure that they are safe and to understand that horses are animals that need a lot of care and they are not like the movies. At the end of the day, we want to know that we taught them a lesson about the horses and they pass it down to their friends or family. We would also be stewards to the land by maintaining the pasture and keeping the roads accessible for larger trucks and vehicles, as well as maintaining the roads from other trash as well. As a unit we have been maintaining the cane hall road from trash and overgrown grass, trees, plants and vines.

[Signature]
10/30/21
Pioneer/Dole Property
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November 10, 2021

Subject: Request for Approval to Adopt the Tenant Review and Recommendation Committee’s Recommendations for Selecting Applicants for ADC Land Licenses

Authority: Section 163D-4(a)(5), Hawaii Revised Statutes

BACKGROUND

On September 23, 2020, the Tenant Review and Recommendations Committee ("Committee") was tasked by the Chair of the Agribusiness Development Corporation ("ADC") Board of Directors with assisting ADC in 1) Developing criteria for the qualification and selection of potential tenants of vacant ADC agricultural lands on Oahu, 2) Developing a fair and effective solicitation processes for the submission of applications and 3) Upon completion of the solicitation process, review and evaluate the applications received in accordance with the qualification and selection criteria and select the best applicants.

On March 4, 2021, the ADC solicited applications (see “Exhibit A”) from interested farmers and ranchers to fill five (5) non-contiguous parcels located in the Whitmore and Mililani area of Central Oahu. These noncontiguous lots range in size from 91 acres to 511 acres and have not been farmed in decades. In addition to the individuals who submitted expression of interest for land, the ADC expanded its solicitation outreach to include the Hawaii Department of Agriculture, USDA, Hawaii Farm Bureau, Hawaii Farmers Union Foundation, Go Farm, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, DHHL, UH-CTAHR, Kamehameha Schools Bishop Estate, Dole Foods, Hawaii Cattleman’s Council, Star Advertiser, and various community groups in the area.

The ADC extended its deadline to receive applications citing more interest received after issuing its solicitation, the storm events in February and March 2021, and the COVID-19 pandemic as the reasons for the extension. The Committee completed its rating on May 25, 2021.

On September 29, 2021, the ADC Board selected and approved land applications for 4 out of 5 parcels. The Review Committee did not submit a recommendation for a 91-acre parcel in Mililani Mauka, identified as Tax Map Key 9-3-
005-007 to the ADC Board because the top scorers either declined or chose other parcels, and it was contemplating other application.

FINDINGS

Finding #1

In total, the ADC received 33 land applications. Of the 33 land applications received, three (3) were for cattle ranching, and five (5) was submitted after the April 27, 2021 deadline and would only be considered if the committee was unable to identify a suitable applicant amongst those who turned in their land application on time. The committee chose to accept and review all applications, including those that were incomplete (missing attachments, notary, etc.) because they did not want to eliminate any proposal on a technicality. If any incomplete applications were selected, the Committee would afford the applicant the opportunity to complete their application.

The 33 applications were placed in five (5) separate groups based on the five (5) different areas they applied for. The areas were listed in ADC’s Request for Applications Spring 2021 notification along with pertinent information such as, the condition of the land, water availability, acreage, location, etc. It should be noted that several applicants applied for multiple parcels.

1. TMK 6-4-003-016 in Paalaa Uka – 10 Applicants;
2. TMK 6-4-004-006 & 008 in Whitmore – 9 Applicants;
3. TMKs 7-1-002-034 & 006, 7-1-002-041, 7-1-002-047, and 7-1-001-012, Whitmore Agricultural Lands – 14 Applicants;
4. TMK 9-3-005-007 in Mililani Mauka – 11 Applicants; and
5. TMK 7-1-001-005 Galbraith Agricultural Lands – 14 Applicants.

Using their discretion and expertise, the Committee evaluated the applications and awarded points for each of the following categories: a maximum score of 15 points for experience; a maximum score of 20 points for marketability of product; a maximum score of 40 points for finances; a maximum of 15 points for business plan; and a maximum of 10 points for farming practices. The maximum score an applicant could receive is 100 points per committee member for a total of 400 points. The following is a list of the top scores for each area/TMK:

TMK 6-4-003-016
1) Larry Jefts Farms
2) Cedar Grove Hawaii, Inc.
3) Hawaii Sustainable Agricultural Products, LLC

TMK 6-4-004-006 & 008
1) Larry Jefts Farms
2) Tony and Manyvone Law
3) Hawaii Sustainable Agricultural Products, LLC

TMKs 7-1-002-034 & 006, 7-1-002-041, 7-1-002-047, and 7-1-001-012
1) Larry Jefts Farms
2) Hawaii Sustainable Agricultural Products, LLC
3) Sila Farms

TMK 9-3-005-007
1) Larry Jefts Farms
2) Tony and Manyvone Law
3) Hawaii Sustainable Agricultural Products, LLC

TMK 7-1-001-005
1) Larry Jefts Farms
2) Thomas Law
3) Tony and Manyvone Law

Finding #2

In addition to evaluating the individual land applications, the Committee also interviewed the top-rated applicants to help them formulate their recommendations. During the interview, the Committee reminded the applicants that the lands will be issued as is where is and that the preparation and development of the parcel, which includes land clearing and water infrastructure, are the sole responsibility of the applicant. The Committee also had concerns that the applicants were not fully aware of the conditions of the land and external factors that cannot be overlooked such as community engagement and security concerns because many of them did not attend the site visit. The following are the applicants the Committee Interviewed for Tax Map Key 9-3-005-007:

Larry Jefts Farms

Larry Jefts Farms is currently farming in Kunia, Oahu. Their major crops include cabbage, watermelon, bell peppers, bananas, and tomatoes, which is sold for local consumption. They are excellent operators and one of the largest growers of local produce in the State. They currently sell produce to large retailers and local distributors based on the customer’s needs. Their request is for any available lands with adequate water supply.

Tony and Manyvone Law

Tony and Manyvone Law began farming together in Kahuku, Oahu. In 2009, they moved their operation to the west side of Oahu. Their major crops include eggplant, daikon, curry leaf, squash, ginger, and banana. They have been farming in Hawaii for over 25 years and are excellent operators. They currently sell their produce to farmers
market vendors, local supermarkets, restaurants, as well as retailers in the U.S. Mainland. Their request is for 90-200+ acres.

**Hawaii Sustainable Agricultural Products, LLC**

Hawaii Sustainable Agricultural Products, LLC have a combined 120 years of agriculture and business experience in Hawaii, Colorado, Missouri, and Africa. They have extensive agricultural husbandry and business acumen. Their major crops they are considering include cauliflower, Charentais melons, turmeric, alfalfa, tea, cacao, mamaki, citrus, and cashew. Their target market are local grocery stores and restaurants, and possibly export markets. Their request is for 90-500+ acres.

**Malama Aina Collective, LLC**

Malama Aina Collective, LLC is currently farming in Mililani, Oahu. They're currently growing banana, casava, wet and dry land taro. They also have partnered with local landscaping firms to provide starter trees focusing on avocado, breadfruit, citrus, and niche native tree species. They plan to sell their produce to local markets and are targeting local consumers. Their request is for 30 acres.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

The committee through its evaluation has identified the top applicants based on their experience, marketability of product, finances, business plan, and farming practices. With this report is the full scoring results for TMK 9-3-005-007, shown in Exhibit B. The committee’s selection and recommendation is summarized below for the Board’s review and consideration:

**Recommendation #1:**

Award 91 gross acres identified as TMK 9-3-005-007 to Malama Aina Collective, LLC (MAC). Upon further review of parcels and confirming that the lands will be issued as is where is, the top scorer, Larry Jeffs Farms, withdrew his application citing the development cost and market instability as the deciding factors. The second and third highest scores was Tony and Manyvone Law and Hawaii Sustainable Agricultural Products, LLC. They both applied for multiple parcels and informed the Committee that they preferred another area. MAC was the next highest scoring applicant for the area. Their plan is to develop an orchard of a variety of crops, which include breadfruit and avocado.

**CONCLUSION**

This presents the summary of the Committee’s evaluation of the land applications for the 91 acres in Mililani Mauka, identified as TMK 9-3-005-007. MAC
acknowledged during the interviews that the lands will be issued as is where is and that they are solely responsible for developing the lands, which includes, but is not limited to, land clearing and water infrastructure. They were also informed that they must take the entire 91 acres, which they agreed to do. The Committee made their selection in confidence based on their expertise and discretion and believes that the land application process has identified the most qualified applicants who can put the State in a position to achieve its goals and increase its local agriculture productions.

RECOMMENDATION

Based on the finding above, the recommendation is to adopt the Tenant Review and Recommendation Committee’s recommendation for selecting an applicant for ADC land license.

Respectfully submitted,

James J. Nakatani
Executive Director
March 4, 2021

To: Interested applicants

RE: Request for Applications

The State of Hawaii Agribusiness Development Corporation (ADC) is accepting applications from interested farmers and cattle ranchers seeking land for agricultural production and pastural use. All interested applicants can go to the ADC website at http://hdoa.hawaii.gov/adc/land-application/ to obtain an application form, or they can contact the ADC office at (808) 586-0186. Office hours are 8:00am to 5:00pm, Monday through Friday, except holidays.

The ADC has available vacant lands for agricultural production on Oahu identified as Tax Map Keys: 6-4-003-016, 6-4-004-006 & 008, 7-1-001-005, 7-1-001-012, 7-1-002-034 and 006, 7-1-002-041, 046, & 047, and 9-5-003-007 (see attached general location map). Multi-year Licenses to farm these lands, or occupy for pastural use, will be issued based on merit. All applications will be rated and only the highest rated applicants will be selected. Cattle ranchers may apply for the available parcels, however, preference will be given to crop farmers. Accordingly, we are seeking farmers and ranchers with the following requirements:

- Minimum 5 years farming experience; or
- Owner-operator of an established farm conducting a substantial farming or cattle ranching operation.

It is not required, but highly preferred that applicants be trained and certified in food safety and Good Agricultural Practices.

All applications will be rated 0-100 points based on the following questions:

1. Does the applicant have farming experience? (Max score: 15)
2. Do the crops selected appeal to consumers and will they generate profit? (Max score: 20)
3. Has the applicant demonstrated adequate financial ability? (Max score: 40)
4. Has the applicant demonstrated adequate goals and strategies in their business plan to achieve them? (Max score: 15)
5. Does the applicant’s operation meet basic regulatory requirements and industry standards regarding safety and sanitation? (Max score: 10)

The following are the available parcels:
   A. **Size:** 511 Gross Acres, approximately 385 is usable for diversified farming. Minimum size lot for diversified agriculture operation is 100 acres.
   B. **Location:** Paalaa Uka, Oahu, gates to the property located on Kamehameha Hwy and Paalaa Uka Rd.
   C. **Water source:** A pump station owned by Dole is located across Kamehameha Hwy, approx. 500 yards from the property. A possible second water source is an irrigation ditch running on the northern end of the property. Licensee will need to procure an agreement from Dole to use water from the pump station or R2 ditch water. The Licensee is also responsible for the development of the irrigation water infrastructure, including transporting water and constructing its own water storage onsite.
   D. **Condition of property:** The property has several abandoned vehicles on site, as well as debris and rubbish. The land is overgrown with grass and tall trees. The land will require clearing before any agricultural activities can begin and will be issued "as is." The Licensee is responsible for developing the land in accordance with applicable laws and license provisions. Access from Kamehameha Hwy on the West boundary for several hundred yards makes security a concern for the farmer. If Licensee chooses, Licensee may erect fencing as allowed in the License.

The following are the general license provisions for diversified agriculture:

- Starting at $100-$200/acre/year
- Up to 35-year term
- Licensee is responsible for the development of the water infrastructure
- Must submit an approved conservation plan
- No subletting, except as approved by ADC
- No permanent structure or residential dwellings shall be allowed
- Rent credit for improvements to the land may apply, if approved by ADC

The following are the general license provisions for cattle ranching:

- Starting at $11-$15/acre/year
- 5 years with an option to renew
- Licensee is required to install cattle fencing at its own cost
- Licensee is responsible for the development of the water infrastructure
- No subletting, except as approved by ADC
- No permanent structure or residential dwellings shall be allowed
- Rent credit for improvements to the land may apply, if approved by ADC

2. Whitmore Lands (North), Kamehameha Hwy., TMK(s) 6-4-004-006 & 008
   A. **Size:** 234 Gross Acres, approximately 162 acres is usable for diversified farming
B. **Location:** Whitmore Village, Oahu, Kamehameha Hwy access to the property is currently blocked by concrete jersey barriers. Access road via Saipan Rd is in poor condition due to muddy and uneven road.

C. **Water Source:** Dole’s Tanada Reservoir (surface water) located 200 feet more or less from the property line. Licensee will need to procure an agreement from Dole to use water from Tanada Reservoir. The Licensee is also responsible for the development of the irrigation water infrastructure, which includes a pump, filter station, waterlines, and a reservoir/water storage, and other equipment needed to transport water from Dole’s reservoir to the site.

D. **Condition of property:** Property is fairly clear of debris and rubbish, however, it is overgrown with grass and trees. The land will require clearing before any agricultural activities can begin and will be issued “as is.” The Licensee is responsible for developing the land in accordance with applicable laws and license provisions.

The following are the general license provisions for diversified agriculture:

- Starting at $100-$200/acre/year
- Up to 36-year term
- Must submit an approved conservation plan
- Licensee is responsible for the development of the water infrastructure
- Licensee is responsible for obtain approvals or permits for ingress/egress
- No subletting, except as approved by ADC
- No permanent structure or residential dwellings shall be allowed
- Rent credit for improvements to the land may apply, if approved by ADC

The following are the general license provisions for cattle ranching:

- Starting at $11-$15/acre/year
- 5 years with an option to renew
- Licensee is required to install cattle fencing at its own cost
- Licensee is responsible for the development of the water infrastructure
- Licensee is responsible for obtain approvals or permits for ingress/egress
- No subletting, except as approved by ADC
- No permanent structure or residential dwellings shall be allowed
- Rent credit for improvements to the land may apply, if approved by ADC

3. Whitmore Agricultural Lands, Whitmore Ave./Saipan Rd., TMK(s): 7-1-001-012, 7-1-002-041, 046, & 047, and 7-1-002-034 & 006. (These lands have been designated for green houses and orchards)

   A. **Size:** TMK: 7-1-001-012 (32 gross acres);
       TMK:7-1-002-041, 046 and 047 (205 gross acres); and
       TMK: 7-1-002-034, and 006 (179 gross acres)
       416 Gross Acres, 280 Acres, more or less, of relatively flat terrain
B. **Location:** Whitmore Village, Oahu, three (3) contiguous parcels with access via Whitmore Avenue and Saipan Road. Although contiguous these three (3) parcels could be considered as individual lots.

C. **Water source:** TMK: 7-1-002-034 currently has a ¾” water meter. The other two properties do not have access to a water source. The Licensee is responsible for the development of the lot’s irrigation water infrastructure, including transporting water and constructing its own water storage onsite.

D. **Condition of property:** Hawaiian Electric power source located on Whitmore Ave. All three of the properties will require clearing and removal of junk and abandoned vehicles before agricultural activities can begin. Lot 034 is relatively flat, but it will require removal of a lot of tree trunks that were left behind after cutting down hundreds of invasive Albizia trees. The property is adjacent to Whitmore Village along the West boundary so it could be susceptible to vandalism and theft. The lots will also require clearing of grass and trees before any agricultural activities can begin and will be issued as is. The Licensee is responsible for developing their individual lots in accordance with applicable laws and license provisions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TMK</th>
<th>Acres</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7-1-001-012</td>
<td>32 gross acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-1-002-041, 046, and 047</td>
<td>206 gross acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-1-002-034, and 006</td>
<td>179 gross acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>416 gross acres, more or less</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following are the general license provisions for diversified agriculture:

- Starting at $100-200/acre/year
- Up to 35-year term
- Must submit an approved conservation plan
- Licensee is responsible for the development of the water infrastructure
- No subletting, except as approved by ADC
- No permanent structure or residential dwellings shall be allowed, except as approved by ADC
- Rent credit for improvements to the land may apply, if approved by ADC

The following are the general license provisions for cattle ranching:

- Starting at $11-$15/acre/year
- 5 years with an option to renew
- Licensee is required to install cattle fencing at its own cost
- Licensee is responsible for the development of the water infrastructure
- No subletting, except as approved by ADC
- No permanent structure or residential dwellings shall be allowed
- Rent credit for improvements to the land may apply, if approved by ADC

4. Mililani Mauka, Keni St., TMK: 9-5-003-007.
A. **Size:** 91 Gross Acres, farmable acres TBD.

B. **Location:** Millani Mauka, Oahu, access is through a Board of Water Supply (BWS) gate on Keni St.

C. **Water source:** The property is adjacent to BWS Storage Tanks identified as Millani 1150 Reservoirs 1 & 2. Licensee will need to procure an agreement from BWS to install a water meter. The Licensee is also responsible for the development of the irrigation water infrastructure, including water storage.

D. **Condition of property:** The lot has not been farmed in decades and is overgrown with tall grass and trees. Access through two secure gates has deterred illegal dumpers and will stop most thieves. However, large trucks and equipment would have a difficult time accessing the property due to steep and narrow access road to the property. The lot will require clearing before any agricultural activities can begin and will be issued as is. The Licensee is responsible for developing the land in accordance with applicable laws and license provisions.

The following are the general license provisions for diversified agriculture:

- Starting at $100-$200/acre/year
- Up to 35-year term
- Must submit an approved conservation plan
- Licensee is required to pay BWS water meter installation cost
- Licensee is responsible for the development of the water infrastructure
- No subletting, except as approved by ADC
- No permanent structure or residential dwellings shall be allowed
- Rent credit for improvements to the land may apply, if approved by ADC

The following are the general license provisions for cattle ranching:

- Starting at $11-$15/acre/year
- 5 years with an option to renew
- Licensee is required to install cattle fencing at its own cost
- Licensee is required to pay BWS water meter installation cost
- Licensee is responsible for the development of the water infrastructure
- No subletting, except as approved by ADC
- No permanent structure or residential dwellings shall be allowed
- Rent credit for improvements to the land may apply, if approved by ADC

5. **Galbraith Agricultural Lands (North), Kamehameha Hwy., TMK: 7-1-001-005**

   (These lands have been designated for truck crops, no cattle ranching)

A. **Size:** 230 Gross acres, farmable acres TBD. Minimum size lot for diversified agriculture operation is 100 acres.

B. **Location:** Whitmore Village, Oahu. Access through gate located on Kamehameha Hwy.

C. **Water source:** There is a reservoir on the property connected to ADC’s Bott Well Pump Station. The water line from Kamehameha Hwy to the reservoir has a saddle
connection that the farmer may use for their operation. The licensee must procure an agreement from ADC to use water from the Bott Well Pump Station and install a water meter. The Licensee is responsible for the development of the lot’s irrigation water infrastructure, including transporting water from a water meter designated by ADC and constructing its own water storage onsite.

D. Condition of property: There are numerous abandoned vehicles and trash on a portion of the property that need to be removed. 90 acres, more or less do not have any abandoned vehicles or trash and has recently been cleared. The lot will require clearing of grass and small trees before any agricultural activities can begin and will be issued as is. The Licensee is responsible for developing the land in accordance with applicable laws and license provisions.

The following are the general license provisions for the Galbraith Agricultural Lands:

- Starting at $100-$200/acre/year
- Up to 35-year term
- Must submit an approved conservation plan
- Licensee is responsible for the development of the water infrastructure
- No subleasing, except as approved by ADC
- No permanent structure or residential dwellings shall be allowed
- Rent credit for improvements to the land may apply, if approved by ADC

A site visit of the available parcels will be held on Tuesday, March 16, 2021 from 9:00am-2:00pm. This will be the only site visit. However, due to Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, we may schedule multiple site visits to comply with the state’s rules and regulations. Interested applicants wishing to attend the site visit should RSVP at least 24 hours prior to the site visit. All interested applicants who wish to attend the site visit shall meet at 1116 Whitmore Ave., Building E, Kahiwa, HI 96786. For more information about the site visit, please contact the ADC.

Applications shall be received by the ADC Office before 2:00pm, Friday, April 9, 2021. The applicants are required to answer all applicable questions and complete all attachments as prescribed in the application. Any incomplete application will automatically be disqualified. All completed applications shall be mailed or delivered to 235 S. Beretania St., Room 205, Honolulu, HI 96813. For more information about the parcels, interested applicants can contact the ADC Office at (808) 586-6087.

/s/ James J. Nakatani
Executive Director

ADC does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, disability, age, or sex in administration of its programs or activities; and, ADC does not retaliate against any individual because they have exercised their rights to participate in or oppose actions protected by 40 CFR Parts 5 and 7 or for the purpose of interfering with such rights. (As prohibited under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended; Rehabilitation Act of 1973 §504; Age Discrimination Act of 1975; Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972; and Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 §13 [hereinafter referred to collectively as the federal non-discrimination statutes.] )
**EXHIBIT B**

Agribusiness Development Corporation  
Board of Directors  
Selection Committee

Project: TMK 9-5-003-007, Mililani Mauka, Oahu

Date: May 25, 2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPLICANT</th>
<th>RATER &amp; SCORE</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
<th>RANK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Member 1</td>
<td>Member 2</td>
<td>Member 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSAP LLC</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malama Aina Collective LLC</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weerasak Khotkham</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langsy Farm LLC</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Jefts</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony and Manyvone Law</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natthawut Sinsom</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony Sybounmy</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justine Robello (Livestock)</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Baccam (LATE)</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralph Fukushima (Livestock) (LATE)</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
November 10, 2021

Subject: Staff Response to Information Requested by the Board of Directors at the September 29, 2021 Meeting

BACKGROUND:

At the Board of Director’s meeting on September 29, 2021, several questions were asked of staff for which staff had to research the files and gather the appropriate information:

1. Agenda Item D – “Request for Approval to Amend License No. LI-KA1001 Issued to Sunrise Capital, Inc. to Withdraw 21.25 Acres, More or Less, of Field 316 in Kekaha, Kauai, Tax Map Key (4) 1-2-002-001 (por)”
   - Regarding the provenance of the Sunrise Capital, Inc. license, Mr. Gomes stated that on the original 2009 lease there were 433.85 acres and today’s agenda reads 414.85 acres. What happened to the other 19 acres?

2. Agenda Item D – “Request for Approval to Amend License No. LI-KA1001 Issued to Sunrise Capital, Inc. to Withdraw 21.25 Acres, More or Less, of Field 316 in Kekaha, Kauai, Tax Map Key (4) 1-2-002-001 (por)”
   - Regarding tillable and un-tillable classifications of acreage, Mr. Gomes asked if 218.18 acres were non-tillable, what were they doing with this non-tillable land?

3. Agenda Item E – “Request for Approval to Amend License No. LI-K1901 Issued to Hawaii Labor Solutions Inc. to Include 21.25 Acres, More or Less, of Field 316 in Kekaha, Kauai, Tax Map Key (4) 1-2-002-001 (por)”
   - Regarding rental rates in Kekaha, Mr. Gomes said he’d like to know how long ago the appraisal was done.

STAFF RESPONSE:

1. License Agreement No. LI-K1001 (the “License”) Issued to Sunrise Capital, Inc. on July 21, 2009 initially encumbered 433.85 gross acres. Amendment 1 effective June 23, 2011 amended the License to remove 10 acres of Field 309 (por) for an office/processing plant for lease to BASF Plant Science L.L.C. resulting in 423.85 gross acres (net change: -10 acres). Amendment 2 effective December 12, 2018 amended the License by making a number of changes including re-classifying fields or portions of fields 309, 319, 315, 316 as “non-tillable” acres,” with all remaining acreage as “tillable” acres resulting in 423.85 gross acres (no net change). Amendment 3 effective April 28, 2021 amended
the License by withdrawing 9 acres of Field 314 (por) to license to Hawaii Labor Solutions Inc. resulting in 414.85 gross acres (net change: -9 acres).

2. The current state of that portion of Sunrise Capital, Inc.'s lands that are classified as “untillable” can generally be described as “overgrown and/or marshy.” Sunrise originally requested the re-classification due to salt-water inundation of the land resulting in soil that was unsuitable for planting.

3. The most recent appraisal conducted for the Kekaha lands was done in 2016 by Hastings, Conboy & Associates, Ltd.

Respectfully Submitted,

[Signature]

Lyle Roe
Property Manager
1. House Investigative Committee to Investigate Compliance with Audit Nos. 19-21 and 21-01

House Resolution No. 164 established the House Investigative Committee to Investigate Compliance with Audit Nos. 19-21 and 21-01. The Committee is tasked with following up on the audits which focused on the management and operations of the Agribusiness Development Corporation (Report No. 21-01). The Committee is tasked with examining the recommendations made in those audits for the purpose of improving the operations and management of the ADC, its funds, and any other matters. The ADC has complied with the subpoenas issued by the Legislature and has provided over 1,600 documents and made 2 presentations to the Committee. The first presentations gave an overview of the ADC and addresses the audit’s findings and recommendations, and the second presentation focuses on Kekaha and Kalepa at the request of the Committee.

The following are links to the ADC presentations:

- September 21, 2021, 9:00am – Hawaii State Capitol, CR325
  [https://youtu.be/i1Nn2URhp_Y](https://youtu.be/i1Nn2URhp_Y)
- October 21, 2021, 1:30pm – Hawaii State Capitol, CR325
  [https://youtu.be/NCe14LJJSJY](https://youtu.be/NCe14LJJSJY)

2. September 27, 2021 Whitmore Brush Fire on ADC Lands

On September 27, 2021 at 11:30am, there was a fire in Whitmore on ADC lands which was contained at around 4:30pm. The cause of the fire is still under investigation and we suspect it was arson. We are extremely thankful the Honolulu Fire Department and Federal Firefighters were able to expeditiously extinguish the blaze without any property loss or injury. The abandoned vehicles that were burnt and exposed by the brush fire were not easily accessible and we were unable to remove them at the time of the initial cleanup of the property in 2020. Schnitzer Steel volunteered (no taxpayer dollars) to assist ADC and removed the remaining 600 vehicles, which were hauled away to approved recycling and solid waste management facilities. We are in consultation with the Hawaii Department of Health and will be procuring an environmental consultant to help us develop a clean-up plan for the site. The cost to clean-up the 5 to 10-acre area is to be determined.

The following photos of the vehicle removal:
3. Kekaha

Governor’s Executive Order Nos. 4658, 4659, and 4660 signed and effective on September 23, 2021 transfer management of approximately 250.097 acres, more or less, in Kekaha, Kauai, to the Agribusiness Development Corporation. Transferred lands include the Hawaii Department of Agriculture’s Kekaha Agricultural Park. Notification has gone out to the affected tenants of the change of management and staff is working with DOA to finalize the transfer of documents, billing information and trust accounts.

4. Property Management Software

The ADC has procured Yardi Systems, Inc. to furnish and install property management software and provide technical services to help manage over 20,000 acres of agricultural land on Oahu and Kauai. This custom system to be developed by Yardi System, Inc. will be tailored to ADC’s needs and help it keep an accurate inventory of its landholdings and track accounts, which are vital to the success of the program.